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CHAPTIi I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to present a personal in-

terpretation of progressive education and its function in

"teaching" primary music. A few supplementary aids are pro-

vided to correlate with the Amarillo, Texas, Course of Study

for Primary Grades to lend aid and encouragement toward a

rhythmic approach to child learning.

Need for the Study

Because encyclopedic mastery of facts was paramount in

traditional teaching, this school of thought enjoyed

questionable success. The natural reaction to this pedantic

approach brought about a new, progressive education. The

material in this thesis deals with the teaching of creative

rhythmic activities in the primary grades, consistent with the

current philosophies of progressive education. The writer's

interest in this area has been promoted by experiences in, and

observations of teaching. Because many teachers are unaware

of the potentialities of this creative approach, or because

of the paucity of their music training, they neglect teaching

rhythmic activities. The writer's desire is to awaken the

teacher's imagination to kindle enthusiasm in the children

1
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through a natural presentation of musical simplicities. It

is not the purpose of this thesis, however, to exhaust the

possibilities of creative activities in rhythm, but rather to

suggest an approach which will aid children and teachers in

discovering and enjoying everyday living through an under-

standing of rhythm.

In the Amarillo Course of Study are six units suggested

for teachers. The writer will use these selected unit titles

as a fundamental plan, with the inclusion of supplementary

material, to serve as a starting point in teaching rhythmic

activities to children,

Justification

Children have a unique capacity for imaginative play.

In their realm of make believe it is their prerogative to live

and relive every experience. Their lives can be fuller and

happier when this natural urge of imaginative play is enriched

by development of the rhythmic sense. Snuff this light from

the child's life and an important phase of his personality

growth is lost,

Sources of Data

A careful survey has been made of the literature in this

field for methods of approach and presentation of lessons.

These are elaborated in the bibliography.



CHAPTER II

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION

Two words of the American educational world whose meanings

are extremely ambiguous, whose interpretations are numerous,

and whose presence is dashing educational practitioners into

a dilemr are progressive education. But it is a source of

relief, yet a source of extreme responsibility, to know that

correct practice of these two words will shape world thought.

Edwin G. Conklin believes education will be the savior of the

world; the writer believes it must be progressive education.

We have before us today the strange paradoxes of
overproduction and underconsumption, improved transpo-
tation and unimproved distribution, vast property and ap-
Palling poverty, multiplied occupations and unparalleled
unemployment, triumphant medicine and widespread disease,
prolonged life and useless and dependent old age, scien-
tific internationalism and economic nationalism, greater
armaments and less security, larger social units and less
social unity, elimination of the unfit and survival of
the fit and protection of the unfit and elimination of
the fit, . . . The ultimate aim of all education,
whether of children or o nations, should be to fit for
freedom and cooperation.

Just recalling education immediately brings to mind the

fonrial training that has been given for years in the proverbial

"little red schoolhouse." However, an educational system that

E. G. Conklin, "Scientists Outlines Ideal Social Order,"
New York Times, June 21, 1936, p. 20.
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is worthy of name must induce young people to continue learn-

ing after formal education has been completed. Because there

was a lack of continued learning, educators recognized a need

for change and set about to introduce one. Harold Rugg very

aptly draws a comparison between the older type of education

and the newer type introduced by John Dewey, considered the

father of progressive education, in 1890.

In the formal schools the conditions of true growth
were exactly reversed from the new schools. One found
outward quiet, orderliness, apparent concentration, little
physical movement. Actually, however, this condition was
one of restlessness, of much inner activity - a continual
mutiny against the aims of the school. The iron rule of
the school succeeded only in inhibiting the outward
symptoms of inattention. There was fidgeting, uneducative
scattering of interest and attention, and little conscious
reflection of the matters in hand.

The new schools, with freedom of activity and movement,
with apparent lack of concentration, produce nevertheless
a much more truly education absorption. The newer edu-
cation regards the active child as the truly growing child.
Not activity for activity's sake - energy exploding in
random movements - but activity which is a growing toward
something more mature, a changing for the better. The
true criterion of educative activity is prolonged attention
and concentrated effort.

Is it strange, then, that such words, as "freedom,"

"activity, " "progressivism," were attached to the already es-

tablished word of "education" to denote a change? "Progres-

sivism" does not imply that the newer practices are adopted

primarily for the sake of novelty, but rather it is the ten-

dency to adopt significantly successful newer practices in

place of less successful older practices. In other words,

2 Harold Rugg and Ann Shumake, The Child-Centered School,
p. 59.
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teachers should not longer tell the student what he shall do,
how he shall do it, and when he shall do it; but shall set him

free to devise a solution to his own problem.

Progressive education, as generally interpreted, is very

difficult to adequately define because of the vast scope of

material which it encompasses.

If it were possible to survey all the public schoolsof the country and to define the average school for thegroup, then any school which is carrying on a program ofwork that is in advance of the average might be spoken ofas a "Progressive School. In other words, there is notype of school organization or of school procedure whichhas an exclusive right to the use of the term "Progressive",3

No philosophical movement, and especially one pertaining to

educational philosophy, can be absolutely defined. Such

theories, if they are to be valuable to the human race, are

constantly changing with the social, economic, and religious

forces of the day. That is the reason progressive education

can honestly be referred to as "progressive"; it must be flexi-

ble to meet the changing needs of the people.

1I there a definition within our scope of understanding

which will comply with the progressive philosophy? Herman

Herrell Horne says "it is the perfecting of humanity in accord

with some given or chosen pattern with the aim to assist in

the making of man.'4 Is the school still existing for the

S. E. Barr, What is the A it Plann of Proa sive
EdUqationsp. 13. -- --- -----

H. . Horne, "The Philosophy of Education," An Intro-duction to Modern Education p.
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purpose of "dishing out" subject-matter from a textbook much
as the G. I. mess sergeant did for the soldier's three meals

a day?

In education, the emphasis has almost entirely shiftedfrom teaching to learning; the pupil is supposed to beput in an environment which will stimulate his growth; theteacher is simply one of the items - naturally not theleast important - of the environment and is not a forcewhich impresses education upon his pupils, This means ofcourse a literal abandonment of the notion that there arecertain subjects which in themselves constitute education,and that if they are "learned" - the learner is educated.It means that the student is an individual living in adistinct community; that his problem is to be adjusted tothat community, adjusted in the sense that mere living isno longer a constant problem to the individual, but thathe can use his brains for the improvement of life.)

John Dewey has probably influenced the development of the
modern pedagogical philosophy more than any other famous edu-
cator of our times. The dynamicism of his personality and the
impetus of his teachings have caused his students to recognize

the importance of his philosophy. One of Dewey's many students,

Adolph E. Meyer, thinks:

Knowledge, information, and ideas, it appears, arenot to be rammed into a student, like pork into the brinebarrel, for storage and preservation. On the contrary.They are to be harnessed to behavior. They are to guideconduct. They are to be connected with life, and they areto be practical. They are, to make an end, the highroadsto new and future experiences. To educate a student pro-perly along this line, the subjects he tackles must beconnected directly with his own needs,6

The above quotation may seem crude in some respects, but the
importance of the progressive pedagogical theory emphasized

5George Boas, Our New ay of Thinki p. 128.
6A. E. Meyer, John Dewey and Modern Education, p. 7.
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by the author is the paramount concern. Walter F. Gifford,

another outstanding educator, gives much the same meaning to

his statement:

Education in the new sense is neither the process offilling a scrapbook with indiscriminate knowledge, norof building up chains of reflexes, but is rather theguidance of pupil purposing. Traditional education hastended to ignore this procedure, and "Progressive" edu.cation has sometimes left too much to pupil initiativebefore the pupil was prepared. Where goal-seeking and
purpose on the conscious level take place, the old insis-tence on practice and drill tends to give way to childcreativity - not that the child rediscovers the world oflife and invention, but that he continually reconstructshis own experience as he attacks new problems and situa-tions and incorporates his solutions into his learning.These broadened procedures are based on pupil interest,which is what children see some sense in, where they finesome connections. To the child, learning in such a viewbecomes intelligent, n thinking tends to become a major
method of instruetion.-

The writer believes the ascendancy of John Dewey's ideas

have resulted in the advancement of progressive education to
present times. Tantamount to some of his theories, but para-

mount to the majority is the following:

A society based on custom will utilize individualvariations only as to a limit of conformity with usage;uniformity is the chief ideal within each class. A pro-gressive society counts individual variations as precioussince it finds in them the means of its own growth. Hencea democratic society must in consistency with its ideal,allow for intellectual freedom and the play of diversegifts and interest in its educational measures.0

From the foregoing statements of a few of the best in

the field of education, men considered authorities, we conclude

7W. F. Gifford, "The Nature of Learning," An Introduetion
to ModernEducation, p. 246.

8 John Dewey, Democrac andE ducation, p. 357.
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that progressive education is better than traditional education.
There are successful progressive schools scattered all over the
United States whose very presence and operation prove that edu-

cation which includes freedom activity, and creative experiences
of doing is far better for the learner than education that is

stereotyped according to the teacher's immovable plans. Be-

Cause the teacher must constantly refurbish her plans and ideas

to fit those of the students makes teaching in the progressive

school a much more difficult job than one in the traditional

school. In other words, the school now is childecentered

instead of being teacher or principal-centered. Which type

of learning is more valuable to the child? According to the

Progressive Education Association, the child-centered type is

better.

In the school which grew up during the last centuryit was customary to divide the day into a number of periods,each of which was devoted to some school subject, such asreading, arithmetic, history, geography, or spelling.The teaching in one subject was almost completely unrelatedto the teaching in any other subject. Overlap between theclasses was neither recognized nor sought, although, ofcourse, it existed. . . .
If a youth desired to learn the skill and art of thecarpenter, he would not be given exclusive practice witha saw on one piece of wood, practice with a chisel onanother, practice with a gimlet or hammer on another, Itwould seem more reasonable to guide him in the task ofconstructing something which he wanted to make, and in theconstruction of which all the different skills and toolswould be used. If anyone suggested that carpenters shouldbe trained by giving them drill with each of the tools inturn, society would condemn the suggestion with ridieub.Yet, when the teacher suggests that the various skills ofthe classroom should be acquired through the study of someproblems, he is labeled an experimenter., .0,But in recent years teachers have observed that theway in which the carpenter learns his trade, through work
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on some project, is the most obvious way of learning touse the tools of thought which are essential for problem-
solving. Indeed, many would say that the "new" method isso obviously the most logical and psychologically consis-tent method that it is surprising that it did not gainwider recognition years ago.Y

It is the opinion of the writer that the activity plan,

the learning by doing process, is the one by which education

is attained, whether it be child, adult, or nation. The plan

provides for learning on a plane which is appropriate to the
immediate abilities, interests, and needs of the learner. It

constantly repeats that educative conditions are those in which

the learner actually experiences for himself. These experiences

stay with the learner longer and serve their purpose better if
they are directly connected with him, but experiences learned

from vicarious situations are surprisingly better than no

experiences at all. Some people, and even some who call them-
selves educators, believe that experiences are not necessary

for learning, This belief may be justified, in specific in-

stances, to a very slight degree. John Dewey expresses the

situations under which experiences are not positively educative

when he states:

The belief that all genuine education comes aboutthrough experience does not mean that all experiences aregenuinely or equally educative. Experience And educationcannot be directly equated to each other, For some ex-periences are mis-educative. Any experience is mis-edu.native that has the effect of arresting or distorting thegrowth of further experience. An experience may be suchas to engender callousness; it may produce lack of

9Progressive Education Association, New Methods vs. Oldin American Education, pp. 5-6.
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sensitivity and of responsiveness. Then the possibilities
of having richer experience in the future are restricted.

In another reference, John Dewey makes a challenging thought

to those who believe the traditional school is all wrong and

the progressive school is all right.

The young people in traditional schools do have ex-
periences; and, the trouble is not the absence of exper-
iences, but their defective and wrong character - wrong
and defective from fle standpoint of connection with
further experience.

Some will doubt the positive reaction of direct experi-

ence as being truly educative, but if they are logical thinkers

they will agree with the true fundamental law of psychology

which states that the most deep-seated tendency in human life

is movement, impulse, activity, Then, why not do some ex.

perimentation in the field of education with movement? The

basis of all learning is reaction of some kind or another;

reaction is activity in its most infinite form.

A comparatively few years ago, according to educational

measuring, the world began thinking about psychology and its

teachings. The number of years psychology has been used in

the actual teaching-learning process has even been shorter,

but the strides of advancement we have witnessed have been

nothing short of phenomenal. It has been less than ten years

ago that William H, Kilpatrick closed one of his lectures with

1 0 John Dewey, perience and Education, p. 13.

11Ibid,, p. 16.
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"the welfare of the whole child ever growing in wholesome re-
lationship with all others."12 When this statement was ut-
tered the educational world was astounded by its brazenness,

but today it has come to be a slogan of the modern educator.

The psychologist has understood the problem longer than the
educator, but neither has found the perfect solution.

Society has shown little concern in a practical wayfor the early emotional training of the child. To theextent that permanent interests are cultivated in child-hood, the whole course of the child's life is modified.To the extent that satisfying tastes are cultivated inthe young child, the whole of his life is enriched andmade more satisfying. To a degree which but few psy.chologists have yet clearly recognized, it appears thatthe integration of values in early life modifies thechild's whole career. 3

The task of differentiating between modern education and

modern psychology is extremely difficult because both are

paving the way for consideration of the whole child. Both,

standing independently together, and yet as a so lid unit, are
demonstrating what teaching, built around experience units
and large activities, can accomplish. Before the introduction

and aid of modern psychology, education was interested only
in the intellectual advance of its myriad human experiments.

True, there was a definite interest in experiences, but only
from the intellectual view. The new school, in combination

12
W. H. Kilpatrick, "A Reconstructed Theory of the Edu-eative Process," An Introduction to Modern Education, p. 30.

13F.A. Bott, "Observation and Training of FundamentalHabits in Young Children," Genetic Psychologica Monr&aphs,p. 161,
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with psychology, considers the real experiences, not only

from an intellectual sense but also from a physical and an

emotional sense.

The introduction of modern psychology into the teacher-

learner process in such a vast quantity means that many new

innovations Are going to have to take place. Some have already

made their appearances; others are following rapidly. The

child's education is related to his everyday experiences and

his daily experiences are what make up his education.

Therefore, new teaching methods must be used, a new
kind of book written and a new school atmosphere created.
Indeed there should not be school atmosphere. For here
teacher and pupil must meet as common investigators rather
than as teacher and pupil. 4  ci

In the broadened interpretation of modern education, can

the range of understanding be limited to daily experiences?

When education is compared with a priceless diamond of many,

many facets, daily experiences can be comparable to one of

those facets. Hence, daily experiences is not the entire scope

of education. What about freedom? What is freedom in the

educative process?

What, specifically, is its ffreedomg part in the
better realization of the individual's contribution to
society? The naive view of freedom is that it is lack of
restraint, the right to do what one pleases. Such a view
is negative and limited. The traditionalist in any field
has little freedom, since his habits of action and thought
have become mechanical. Freedom is a result of growth in
the making of choices, in self-expression, in the exercising

l&Stanwood Cobb, The New Leavenqp.249.
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of initiative. Freedom has to be earned, to be won,to be steadily acquired over a period of time through
effort and self-discipline. Once acquired to any degree,it places upon the possessor a new responsibility. It welook at the intellectual sphere, one acquired freedom ashe is encouraged to think things through for himself, andas he gains self-confidence in a given course of action.15

Yes, we must say that freedom plays a great part in modern

education. Since progressive schools aim for greater attention

to distinctively individual needs and characteristics, they

are pervaded by much freedom of action and discussion. These

schools utilize the outgoing activities of pupils to a much

greater degree than the traditional school, They want an unw

wonted amount of cooperation of pupils with one another and

of pupils with teachers. This idea prompted Ellen W, Steele

to say:

Freedom for the individual is a relationship betweenhimself and other people - the group - the rest of the
world. , . . Educationally speaking, the two aspects offreedom are working out the relationships for any given
individual between the development of his powers so thathe expresses himself through them, and the place that hisexpression takes in the group. The unadjusted individual
is the one whose expressions have no place, no appreci-
ations, who feels he can make no desirable contribution toother bqman beings, and he is the least free being on
earth.

Then, with surety, we can say the new education emphasizes

freedom of the learner; or, as John Dewey said when he packed

an entire philosophy of freedom, in particular of intellectual

15 Kilpatrick, p. cit., p. 31.
16 Ellen W. Steele, "Freeing the Child Through Art,"

Creative E session, p. o50.



freedom, into this statement:

Freedom means essentially the part played by thinking.
. Which is personal - in learning: it means intel.

lectual initiative, independence in observation, ju-.
dicious invention, foresight of consequences, and
ingenuity of adaptation to them.

Many other facets on the diamond of education must be

considered and polished to perfection before the desired re-

sults are obtainable. One of extreme propinquity to freedom

is democracy. In the mind of the writer there is a question

whether the two can be separated. Of course, immediately when

the discussion of democracy is approached some are going to

think of federal aid to education; there will be expressions

of opinions for and against a government dictating what shall

be taught and how it shall be presented. When this writer

speaks of democracy in schools the physical structure of the

United States government does not enter into the picture.

Democracy, as interpreted in this thesis, is the sharing by

the boys and girls in their own government; they help in the

planning of the program and of programs, they assist in the

curriculum administration, and they are the conductors of

school life. To the casual passer-by the necessity of teachers,

text-books, and equipment in a situation of this nature would

be nihil, Quite to the contrary, they are needed even more

than they would be in the traditional school, but they rust be

adequate enough to serve the purpose.

TKilpatrick, a. cit., p. 33.
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The teacher is needed in the school but the teachermust become one of the group.#0Of course the teacher willbe the oldest member, the best-trained member and theWisest member, The teacher's influence will constantlybe felt but it will not deprive the pupils of' initiative,originality or activity,
The curriculum and te4book are also desirable, insome form, to act as supplementary guides,. but the use ofboth curriculum and text-book must be flexible and mustnot stand in the waypf child development, They must betools, not barriers.1l

New education is child-centered; anything which is foreign to
this should be discarded immediately. The child must be given
a chance to "try his wings," but at the same time taught to
keep his feet firmly planted on the ground. If students are
not given the opportunity to learn while in school, they can
not be expected to execute in independent living. Progressive
education is an outlook on life which puts a premium on the
proper development of the different powers and abilities of
the individual so that he will be a valuable member of the
society in which he is living and in which he will live. So
the child is the starting-point, the center, and the end in
the educative process. His growth and development are para-
mount to all studies. The subject-matter is subservient and
acts only as an instrument in the better development of growth.

Personality, character, is more than subjectnmatter.Not knowledge or information, but self-realization Is thegoal ,19

18S. E. Burr, An Introduction to Progressive Edu on,P. 17.
19Cobb, 2R. cit., p. 251.



John W. Withers, in a concise statement, gives what this writer
considers the core of progressive education.

The purpose of education is to assist, as wisely andfully as possible, every individual, whatever his nativeequipment may be, to attain the fullest maturing anddevelopment of his capacities, mentally, physically, and
Socially, It is asserted that only in this way can theindividual become of most value to himself and to hisco immunity. 20

We would expect educators who had any foresight at all
to adopt the theories and practices of the modern school.
There are many activities of the traditional school that have
proven quite adequate under the new type of education and
there are east numbers of experiments and theories projected
by modernists that would never fit in the well rounded

education.

Education is employed as an agency both for conservingthe past and for "progress and reform". * . * Aims springfrom the -soil of experience, and new aims constantly ariseas experience develops. . . . We do not come into theworld with a set of antecedent aims, but we develop aimsand devise means for the realization of these aims as wego along, . . . Human beings constantly utilize previousexperiences for the creation of new aims, new ideals, newopportunities; and in so doing they give more fulness,more richness, to life, they make life more worth living,We call this progress, because there is more "to" life ofthe civilized man than to the life of the savage; thereis vastly more opportunity for the expression of latentcapacities and energies, which is what makes life worthwhile. . . . In learning the meaning of things the childis creating for himself a new environment, as a result ofwhich new opportunities and new incentives are securedand the value of life is enhanced. 2 l

20 J. W Withers, "The School as a Social Institution,"An 21B.ci. to Modent dp..17.
2BwH. Bode, Fngets of Euatinpp. )p.9*
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Authorities other than those connected with the edteational

are whole heartedly in favor of the new school and have ex-

pressed the same belief. One among these, Herbert B. Wilcox,

said:

No child can be left entirely to his own choice in
anything - study, food, or daily habits. By the same
token, none can wisely be subjected to constant direction
or negation.

When his ffhe child somatic readiness has reached
the head-holding level he must be given a chance to ex-
ereise this function under proper precautions against in-jury. When he attains sitting capacity, he must be free
to attain sitting position and be protected as before
against accident. His readiness for education advances
through similar stages. At each stage his capacity sho dbe tested and opportunity must be given for expression.

The writer believes there is ample evidence that the new

type of education is far better than the traditional type.

There is one question still unanswered which could provoke

much controversy: Do the modern schools emphasize the aequi-

sition of essential skills as forcibly as the traditional

schools, or do they furnish only activities and experiences

for the students without possession of skills?

Contrary to common belief and prejudice, the schools
which have an activity program are as much concerned withthe acquisition of the essential skills, such as arithme-
tie, reading, speaking, and writing, as the schools which
have the conventional program. The objectives of the
activity school embrace not only the readily accepted
goals of information and sk 1 but the important outcomes
in personality development.C

22H. B. Wilcox, "Education from the Pediatrist's Stand-
point, "Moern 2onceptso f QChild Development, p. 27.

23 Progressive Education Association, . ., p. 7.
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The task of education, then, is to train both child and

adult alike, whether me be in school or out, so he will have

the capacity and the desire for intelligent self-direction.

It is to train for a democracy, the vital cooperation with

his fellows, but a refined democracy which will make the

American life more real* If the individual is to make his

full contribution to society, if the personalities of children

are sufficiently integrated to remain such during adulthood,

and if individual differences are to be treated as assets and

not as liabilities, genuine freedom must be encouraged in the

schools and fostered by cooperating institutions. This is

Progressive Education,



CHAPTBM III

TUE APPLICABILITY OF PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION

TO PRIMARY MUSIC

When progressive educational ideals are applied to

music teaching there must be an understanding of the contents

of music education so objectives and plans may be devised

to make that instruction possible. Is music in school

merely singing, making up tunes, reading notes, playing the

dran, the violin, or the piano? These activities make up a

great deal of music learning and they are an essential part

of it, but the chief concern in education today is what do

these activities do to and for the children? In the previ-

ous chapter of this study it was concluded that progressive

education is better than traditional education because it

takes into consideration the entire child and all his needs.

If, then, we are going to keep music in the curriculum of the

progressive school, and surely it is destined to stay there,

we must determine what it does for the child which will help

him to be a better individual in a better community. An-

other conclusion reached in the definition of the "new"

school was the inclusion of freedom of activity and creative

expression. Is creative expression so narrow a term that it

must be confined to inventive activity, either of mind

19
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or hands? Is it skill? Is it entirely an effort of the

individual child? Thomas Whitney Surette believes:

A child in a group, singing happily a beautiful
song into which he throws his whole being, is creative
in the best sense of the word; a child sitting in a
group listening intently to a beautiful composition is
creative in proportion to his capacity to feel vividly,
to hear accurately, and to think the music of the com-
poser. We are all creative when we look wifh the in-
ward eye, when we hear with the inward ear.

One of the greatest activities of the progressive school,

which is a necessity in the primary music curriculum, is

creative expression. This can take form in many different

kinds of activities including creative songs, creative dances,

creative instruments, and creative interpretations with each

of these. Hence, the aims and objectives of the primary

music classes would consist of the same attributes as aims

and objectives of the progressive school in general, with

only a few minor changes. The all-around growth and im-

provement of the physical, mental, social, civic, moral and

emotional aspects of the child's life with the proper re-

lationship and integration of these into his living will

produce the desired educational attainment.

The biggest mistake that many primary teachers make is

trying to present experiences that are beyond the student's

age limit.

T. W. Surrette, "A General View of Music Education for
Children," Creative EFpression, p. 70.
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To be trained to use this power consciously is to beeducated. The mistake we have made is that we have notadopted simple enough ways of culturing the creative
faculty for no matter how apparently dull or inert thechild may be, it is possible to awaken that spark ofcreative power dwelling within him.C

Child-growth, to the primary teacher, is probably more im-

portant than anything else, but this child-growth must be pro-

vided with suitable and desirable setting or environment.

The environment, when it is suitable to the age and develop-

ment of the child, will bring forth desirable and worthwhile

responses, Helen Grant Baker expresses this in the term of

"rich experiences".

The guiding principle in this creative activity is
the belief that any art expression is objectification of
experience, and therefore follows, rather than w ecedes,
a very rich experience... . Fortunately, most of us
seem to have been born with the ability to express our-
selves musically. The young child sings as much as hetalks. Certainly he is not aware of, mxid few of his
auditors can detect, any purely musical values in his
vocal outbursts as he plays train, swings or dresses him-self. Nevertheless, these are original songs. It is not
so muxch the teacher's duty to create a desire for originalexpression as to keep alive and develop the desire thatseems natural to all of us.3

Technically p eaking, creative experiences and creative

activities are not new, because always there enters the factor

of suggestion from some prior form or source. Along any

chosen line, there may be formed an imitation-creation scale.

2 Harriet A. Seymour, "Creative Expression in Musics"
Creative Expression, p. 81.

3Helen G. Baker, "Creating Music - A Logical Child
Activity," Music Educators Journal, XXXIV (December, 194 7),25-260
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There will be more creation from some students and more imi.

tation from others depending on the amount, nature, and

quality of their past experiences, Of course, the range of

creative and appreciative capacity among people follows in a

rough way the law of distribution that has been fairly well

established for anthropometrical and mental traits. We

should not insist, therefore, that primary children have ideas

entirely new to them or to their teachers. Since most edu-

cators insist that nearly all persons have some potential

creative and appreciative ability, they feel that the maximum

development of everyman an artist is coming to be regarded as

one of the indispensable objectives of general education.

Not an artist as society dubs a specialist, but an artist be-

cause he excels in his best attribute. Therefore, the im-

portance of creative expression, especially in music, is being

emphasized by educators.

By creative expression in music should be understoodpersonal musical initiative - the complete and wholehearted identification of one's whole self with a musicalactivity, so that we ourselves can feel and others canrecognize it as conveying our own individual insights,
purposes, and attitudes.W

It goes without question that music has taken its place

in the modern curriculum and has become so firmly entrenched

in the thinking and operations of public teaching that is

shall last. Public school music teachers, as such, are

4James Mursell, Music in American Schools, p. 275.
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gaining more recognition by proving greater results. Primary
teachers are realizing the import of music in their teaching;
they are attempting self-improvement beyond mere adequacy so
they will be capable of doing the job with the fullness it
deserves. Lilla Belle Pitts, one of Americats outstanding
teachers in music education, believes that "life is po.

tentially creative, education should make it so actually. "5
Because music is an innate quality in humanity, its

place in the current curriculum is justified. Many have argued
that music was a non-essential and should be rejected in the
education of the modern child. Quite to the contrary, we be-
lieve "every normal child born into the world is musical to a
degree, by sheer force of inner necessity and outer circum-

stances."

Musicpas a distinctive aspect of human expression isprobably as old as the race. Like other forms of corn-munication it comes from the innate desire to realizeactively, fully, and continually certain qualities of ex-perience.?

This is not to say that every child will instinctively be a
musician without much formal training, but it does mean that
in every child dwells an inborn trait which will develop into
a useful, happy appreciation when it is properly treated. The
writer believes one of the strongest, if not the strongest,

Lilla B. Pitts, The Music Curriculum _aChI ,od, p .364 .&.,
6lbid*9.7kbid4&.

., 60-W sp.* 49 
n. 4P



musical trait is rhythm. This will be discussed in more

detail in the following chapter.

Nevertheless, it is reasonably safe to say that
musical attitudes prevail in childhood, for children are
biologically equipped to behave musically. . . . However,
it does seem to be evidence that human beings are, by
innate attitudes of body, capable of expressing themselves
by means of rhythmic movement and vocal utterance. . . .
The child, by nature musical to a degree, begins in in-
fancy to get acquainted with his all-ready-to-use medium
of musical expression. The original and final instrument
being the self - the body with its infinite variety of
motor potentialities and the voice and ear coordinating
with these in receiving and projecting images of tonal
patterns in time, 0

The products of creative music may be crude at first,

but gradually they will work into finer aspects of music.

Music lends itself admirably to creative work, for it is the

very soul of children. There is always the satisfaction of

making something that belongs to them and no one can take from

or make it for them. This alone can touch and win many a

misunderstood child who might never be reached. The ability

to do something worthwhile is the chief aim of everyone.

Work which is done freely, and happily, and without re-

straint develops the best qualities. Creative music liberates

the energies of children and makes them more than mere imi-

tators. It makes them producers and gives them a chance to

express emotions which can not be told in words.

One reaches excellence by thinking through the purpose

8 Ibidd,., p. 51.



and meaning of one's work. This is accomplished through cre-

ative education, for nothing can be produced without thinking

through the subject and fitting the parts together with joy

and zeal.

Children will not love music unless they are stimulated

to create. We should take the products of American music and

build from them instead of looking to former classics. The

old music is fine and stills plays a most important role in

the life of the musician, but in the life of the young child

there should be a great amount of music which is easily in-.

terpreted.

Environment must be rich if the talent of self-expression

is to be developed. If children express their feelings with

freedom, naturalness, and joy, music has served its purpose.

Gladys Tipton lists four characteristics of creative expres-

sion which are very good for music teaching:

1. It creative expression is an absorbing experience,
holding one's attention completely.

2. There is a selfimposed compulsion to discover, test,
and interpret for oneself certain values and meanings.3. It ffreative expressiog7 involves highly differentiated
ways of exploring, expressing ideas, and reaching
decisions.

4. With proper guidance, it creative expression@ has
potentialities for releasing and strengthening
hitherto hidden or undeveloped individual power.

Applied to music, we might say that every musical ex-perience into which children enter wholehearted and spon-taneously; into which they willingly and unreservedly pourimagination, initiative, and ingenuity; and through
which they freely express feelings, test meaning, anddevelop insights of personal importance to them, is,
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to that extent, a creative musical experience.9

The American civilization has reached a turning point in

its cultural development in all forms of art and literature.

The motivation of the mext two or three generations will de-

termine whether the Americans will continue imitating and

using the art of their mother countries, or whether they will

branch out and develop a culture of their own. The schools

should aid in developing spontaneous self-expression.

When two things are as inseparable as life and music,

how can they be spoken of in separate terms? One does not have

existence without the presence of the other. Even though it

is not recognized as readily as life, the existence of music

cannot be discounted because of the richness of beauty which

it adds to the individual life.

While it is most evident that children employ music
for exploring and giving meaning to the world about them,
let it not be overlooked that the impulse to make music
begins in some dee-down and vital creative impulse that
eternally struggles to free the "god within," the ethos.
What is commonly called the aesthetic instinct is no more
than the self-desiring, fulfilling qualitative reali-
zation. To this end, children intuitively turn to music
as a means of satisfying both the invocation and evocation
of emotion.10

Musical expressions must have an outlet. They are as

vital to freedom as the steam in the enclosed boiling teapot.

If provisions for an outlet are not given, the steam will

9Gladys Tipton, "All God's Chillun," Journal of National
Education Association, XXXIX (February, 1950),0f8

10Pitts, gp. cit., p. 58.
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find a way of its own which will usually end in destruction.

Too true is this of the musical expression which is pent up

within the child. What happens inside the child when he

sings, dances, dramatizes, listens; when he lives music, is

the thing Which will prompt the creative expressions to take

an educative channel when properly directed by one who is

genuinely imaginative. Educators must learn that the problem

in dealing with children is not one of cultivating a love

for music and the intense desire to create their own music

and rhythms, but one of teaching them to catch and harness

some of the out-pouring responsiveness - teach them to pre-

serve, instead of lose, their own personal way of finding

their life.

Happily, any unddratanding teacher who is young in
heart, who has faith in children, and who has a courageous
spirit and imagination, can guide creative music. The
teacher's part is more a matter of enjoying and learning
with the children, rather than instructing; of releasing
and guiding, rather than directing; of encouraging and
cherishing individuality and originality, however crude,
rather than insisting upon uniformity; of fploring and
innovating, rather than following routine.

The resourceful teacher will give the children confidence

which is so necessary for creative work. Their joint efforts

will bring about a learning situation which will cause the

students to venture into musical fields yet to be developed.

They will learn to live more freely, more joyously in a world

that becomes monotonous with everyday life. They will be the

llbidp , p.129.
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answer to the questions the United Nations is hurling into space.

They will be ready to face whatever comes their way because the

foundation of their education, music education included, taught

them to think independently.



CHAPTER IV

THE IMPORTANCE OF CREATIVE RHYTHMIC

ACTIVITIES FOR PRIMARY CHILDREN

Music has long been fourth in the list of human needs -
food, raiment, shelter, then music - so it has become the
fourth "Rfl in education, the Rhythm, the pulse beat of life.

Nothing can be accomplished without rhythm. t is
the basis of art, - the background of all science.

Someone has aptly defined rhythm as the "ordered
movement which runs through all beauty." One who defined
it in those terms would see rhythm not only in music and
poetry, but also in prose; not only in dancing, but in
all pleasurable movements of the body, in swimming and
sports and even in the movements concerned with everyday
life. He would be quick to sense rhythmic make-up of the
body, not only in its external form, but in its organic
movements as well, in the inspiration and expiration of
our breathing, in the rhythmic flow of blood moved by a
succession of impulses given by the rhythmic beating of
the heart. He would see beyohd the individual and find
rhythm in his environment, in the design of his clothes,
in the arrangement of the furniture in his house, in the
architecture of the buildings in which he worked, in the
winding rivers, and in the sweeping lines of the mountains
and valleys of the country in which he lived. Throughout
the universe, in the movement of tides, in the alter-
nation of day and night, in the months and seasons, in
the turning of the earth about its axis and in its re-
volution about the sun; in fact wherever there are re-
petition, symmetry of form or ideas, a me hodical grouping
of ptrts in a whole, one can find rhythm.

1Music Apreciation for Children, R.C.A. Victor Talking
Machine Co.

2Kurt Welling, "Let Us Look into Rhythm," The Musia4an,
XXXVII (December, 1932), 6.

3Betty L. Thompson, Fundamentals of Rhythm and Dance,
pp. 3-L4.
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Rhythm is something we feel in our bodies; the quintes-

sential innateness over which we have not the slightest infin-

itesimal control except to develop it as the Creator of all

things destined when He made it such a momentous part of our

being. Many educators think children have to be taught expres-

sion of thought and action through rhythmic devices and in-

terpretations, but this is a malefic mistake. Children are

instinctively interested in anything analogous with movement.

From their very earliest moments of recognition until they are

children of ninety-nine years there is interest in movement.

They!-are full of animal spirits; running and jumping, rolling

and crawling, pushing and pulling, and, with leaps and bounds,

they are all over the place. To the bewildered parents, life

seems to be just one catapult after another Unhappy is the

home which does not provide unencumbered space for Junior -

and unhappy is Junior if the avoidance of precious antiques

and knickknacks calls for too much self-control. Even teachers,

at times, are prone to be somewhat dictatorial with Junior

when his emotions are following their natural course. We have

been hearing many reports the last few years from the edu-

cational world concerning the nervous energy of children.

Particularly has this been true from the primary teachers.

They are saying that children are becoming more nervous and

less controllable every year. Some have blamed this on the

effects of living under war tension, some are placing the
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blame on an age of fast living; but whatever the cause may be,

we as educators must face the problem and try to solve it.

Our children must have opportunities to grow into healthy

citizens with excellent personalities. The writer believes

the greatest way to assuage this so called nervous energy

and direct it into educative channels is through the media of

creative rhythmic expressions.

Over one hundred and forty years ago a statement appeared

in Youthful Recreation, a magazine published in Philadelphia

which said, "To prevent bodily weakness and infirmity, exer.

cise is necessary: and one physician has said that he did not

know what was most necessary to the human form, food or

motion." If doctors could recognize that consequential im-

port when our United States was just beginning its pilgrimage

toward nationhood, how much more should we adhere to those

theories and practices now that we are among the leading nations

of the world; now that we desire more than ever for our people

to be emotionally balanced in a world which is tottering.

Healthy children are active because they are made
that way. The inner demand that they feel for movement
is as strong as the need they feel for food. Their
muscles and their whole bodies cry out to be used, and
use them they must - or not only they, but %ose who
live with them, will know the consequences 2

This idea of preparing children for life is a binding

contract between the forces of education and the home. If

4Bma D. Sheehy, There's Music inChildren, p. 70.

51 p.71.
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one member of the contract breaks faith, the other partner is

not responsible to keep faith. Education, then, cannot veer

from this problem because it wishes the home to be the re-

sponsible member; nor can the home assume the smne attitude.

The home plays a great influence in the childts life, par-

ticularly the primary child; but the forces of expedient

pragmatism also carry tremendous obligations to that child.

Doctors and physicians are declaiming the importance of al-

lowing small youngsters more freedom in learning to walk.

They are advocating a longer period of creeping for babied

before they are permitted to walk. From observation it is

noted that modern nursery schools are providing equipment

which will encourage the small child to crawl through and

under low places. When children become school age this type

of movement should be continued. Here is the best opportunity

to introduce rhythmic activities and let the children do just

what they wish. It is very unfortunate that building super-

intendents and administrators sometimes forget that primary

children need spacious clean floor space on Which to have

freedom of movement. Primary teachers, Who really should be

the building designers, have a constant struggle with the

powers that be to have the floors kept in such condition so

children can use them freely. Too often this struggle is a

losing one for teachers and children alike and they suffer

because of it. The fun connected with tumbling, rolling, and

sliding does not automatically leave the child when he crosses
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the threshold from nursery school into primary school, Just

watch primary children use the floor in the sheer physical

enjoyment of tumbling sll around.

The whole body should cane under the educational in-fluence of rhythm, and it is greatly to be desired thatthis education should be given before the child has reachedthe age of nine, for after that age all that educationcan do will be to modify habits of mind and body thathave already been acquired.

We live in a world of movement and sound; hence, the

children will enter wholeheartedly into the idea of creative

rhythmic activities with much enthusiasm; the results, how

they use their bodies, will be amazing. In the primary grades

the tendency has been to tie creative rhythmic activities

very closely with music. Music can play a major role in the

development of creative rhythmic activities, but too often

the true creativeness is thwarted by the presence of melody.

Perhaps if we compare the art of movement with an-other art - painting, for example - we can see more clearlyhow we have unintentionally handicapped children in theiruse of movement as it relates to the dance. When we givepaints to a child, we do not tell him what to paint - weencourage him to use his own initiative in experimentingwith color and line. His first interest is in the artmaterial itself and what he can do with it, and theteacher will not hurry this stage.
In movement, however, we play music for a child andask him to listen to it and "do what it says"L In otherwords, we start out with a framework into which we expectthe child to fit his idea. If we were to carry this methodover into painting, we should say to the child: "Here arepaints that you may use in painting a picture of a"house."But someone will say: "Yes, we play music, but we tell thechild to do what he likes to it." Carrying this analogy

6Bnile Jaques-Daleroze, Eurhythmics Art and Education,
p. 109.
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further, we should then say to the child who is painting;
"You may paint any kind of house you wish, but you must
paint a house"1

For when music is played for children and they are
asked to move to it, a pattern and a mood are set that
limit the type of movement. Or we have the situation in
which music goes on, but the children do whatever they
please, regardless of the accompaniment. In the first
case, a child's creativeness is limited; in the second,
music ceases to have any meaning as related to the
movement.(

Some authorities may call this modern dance. Call it

what you may, but giving the child unhapperdd physical ac-

tivity without the harness of music is more important that the

perfection of a stereotyped interpretation to a beautiful elas-

sie. Children do not need music to stimulate them; their ideas

are much more powerful and vital than any stimulus music can

offer. Those conceptions are far more rewarding if we wish

to capture THEIR enthusiasm. Every child must be given the op-

portunity to use his own material - movement - and teachers

must learn to recognize the natural functional movements as the

most important assets in teaching.

Immediately some are going to think that we are pro-

claiming the use of rhythmic activities in education aside

from the use of music. This is not true. Many experiments

of rhythm-music combinations have been successfully employed

in the actual teaching field. It is not the purpose of the

writer to decry the weaker features of music-rhythm, but to

7sheehy, 22. i. p. 73.



show that rhythmic activities do not have to be accompanied.

by music in order to produce the desired creative experiences.

Music will hamper the child, to a great extent, by setting

the mood for him and by giving him the basic rhythm pattern.

Are there natural movements of children that are unrelated

to music?

Generally speaking, physical activity is motivated
in two ways. First, there is activity for activity's
sake. This is a result of exuberance of spirits, and
takes a variety of forms, such as the baby's tumbling,
rolling, somersaulting, jumping, and skipping. Second,
there is movement that is stimulated by ideas, in which
childrents imagination is the driving force, such as
animal, boat, or airplane play.

Children do not need music to interpret freely, It is

only when adults force ideas on them that they become ac-

customed to the routines of adults. If we as educators could

learn the simple lesson of staying in the background and ob-

serving the children in spontaneous play we would see and could

utilize their individual movements. Verisimilarly, the reason

teachers do not help students explore movement more than they

do is because they themselves understand little of its great

possibilities.

A child's feeling for rhythmic movement can never be

forced; it must wait on his personal development. When his

development has reached the stage that he is able to evaluate

his own interpretations, then he will sense his readiness for

8Iid., p. 7..
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help. At this point the teacher must know from which angle

to work. Perhaps he only needs free space in which to ex-

periment; perhaps he needs someone to play with him and give

him encouragement; perhaps he will want to get suggestions

from others in order to extend his experiences even further.

It may be that his movements are themselves a simple rhythm

pattern and the addition of an accompaniment would benefit.

The accompaniment could be his own chanting or singing a song;

it could be an adult singing or chanting, providing it did not

inhibit the child; or it could be simply clapping the hands or

playing an instrument. We have all observed children playing

airplane or train or boat. The natural accompaniment of an

airplane is the rhythm of his motor, and we need not have

sharp ears to hear its rhythmic flow. The sustained sound of

the child's accompaniment fits the uninterrupted rhythmic

movement of the airplane much better than any piano accompa-

niment can do. The music must come secondary to the rhythmic

experiences of the child. We might say that the music must

listen to the child instead of the child listening to the music.

Just because a child has been in this world for eight

years does not standardize his abilities and aptitudes. This

must be remembered when helping children in creative activities.

Each child will have his own rhythm and no two will ever be

just alike. Such factors as weight, height, and temperament

are a few things which will make each individual an individual.

Therefore, the teacher must conform to the child's pace.

WNW 0 +-, 
Q N
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Children are of widely differing temperaments, and
the relations between the movements of each particular
child differ accordingly. Some children are restless,
others apathetic; some always strained, others limp and
flaccid. Some, unbalanced in gait, will be found to be
unbalanced in reasoning power; others, incapable of step-
ping to music without lagging at each step, will be found
to have difficulty in following a discussion or an expla-
nation; others, gain, who hurry ahead as they advance,
pass their emotional and intellectual life in precipitate
excitement, These differences of character should be
observed and taken into consideration; for if children do
not learn to struggle against the defects of their nature,
they will commit faults whick will hinder and retard their
development throughout life.V

The attempts which have been made to measure ob-
jectively the possibility of developing rhythmic ability
indicate that the human body is the best instrument for
the study of rhythm; that large movements of legs, arms
and trunk train one in rhythmic ability much more definitely
than singing or clapping. A combination of these methods
linked with an intelligent and interested attitud should
prove to be a pleasant and profitable experience. 0

The fact that children will develop good posture from

these large arm, leg, and torso movements is quite evident.

Probably the greatest value which the youngster receives him-

self from such activity is therapeutic because it gives him

an outlet by which he can be as successful as anyone else in

his group. This offers him a sense of security and well-being

which nothing else can do. Perhaps he cannot add or read or

spell as well as the others, but he has an individual expres-

sion within him that no one else has. Or, on the other hand,

perhaps he is an excellent scholar in academic work, but his

9Jaques-Dalcroze, a. cit., p. 103.

1 0 Thompson, _. Acit, p. 9.
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observation of other children in their rhythmic activities

will make him realize that he cannot excel in this; there is

not one interpretation that is better than another.

Without even the suggestion of song or instrumental music

children will seize upon what to them is the most outstanding

aspect of an idea. Then they set about to dramatize it. If

one child cannot carry through his idea without help, he will

try to enlist aid from some of his playmates. This is not

just a mere process of imitation to the children. They jump

right in the middle of the idea and it is actually a part of

their life. If they are playing engines there may be several

interpretations of what an engine is. Some may be shuffling

ahead on their feet, some may be moving on all fours, some

may be sitting down and shoving themselves along; some may be

swinging their arms in wide circular motion as if being the

wheels. It makes no difference in what fashion they are por-

traying their imagery, the important thing is that they are

being that part of the experience which is most important to

them. When they are playing engine they are not like an

engine; they ARE the engine!

These are the reasons the writer believes rhythm is more

important to the child than any other creative experience he

can have in music. The rhythm, which is a part of himself,

is the expression of order and symmetry which penetrates by

way of the body into the soul and into the whole child. When

this happens there is a revealing to him of the harmony which
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is his whole personality. There is the ultimate goal of edu-

Cation; well rounded personalities.

The primary function of movement is rhythm. Through

rhythm a child learns to think and express himself with pliancy.

There can be no distinct motor images in the brain unless the

motor system is perfectly well organized. Rhythmic experiences

under proper leadership will result in perfect organization of

the motor system. Of course, we can not expect our primary

children to be masters of rhythmic expressions, neither can

we expect their motor systems to be well balanced. They must

have years of patient help and guidance before they become

the examples of balanced personalities we wish them to be,

Of course, their first movements are short and seemingly mean-

ingless, but the good teacher will reap a wealth of material

and knowledge from their daily routine around the school.

These observations will help them to broaden the child's

scope of interpretation.

Continuous movements are not natural to the earliest
years. The child's natural form of expression is spas-
modic, with no solid links between gesture and idea. He
proceeds by leaps and jumps; he does not prepare future
actions, he often forgets present ones. This constant
staccato is not a fault: it betrays a natural state of
elasticity and rebound; and to seek to develop unduly
in him the sensation of and eling for continuous
movement would be erroneous."

For this reason, the writer would suggest that no folk

dances be taught in the first grade and very few in the

11 Jaques-Dalcroze, e. it., p. 85.
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other primary grades. There is a difference between the folk

dance steps and creative rhythmic activities. The creative

ideas may be used in dance steps after they have been ade-

quately developed. There is a definite place in the cur-

riculum for the traditional folk dances. Children should

know and love the folk dances and folk songs of their country

and should learn to appreciate the ones of other countries.

In America we are of so many different races and countries th

that our children should know as many different kinds as pos-

sible. But these rhythm activities should be reserved for

elementary and junior high school.

It is the tendency of some teachers to rush their students

into something which can be a "flash" for some parent-teacher

meeting or a similar occasion. These opportunities do arise

frequently and should be used advantageously. But why run

to some physical education book and hurridly grab a folk dance

to "cram" down the children's throats when they could have so

much more fun; could be their own sweet, little selves; and

be a much bigger success as "show-offs" if they were allowed

to do some of their own interpretative rhythmic activities.

Perhaps your parents would not understand and would not think

it anything of merit, but when will educators come to the right

thinking; we teach children, not their parents.

These creative rhythmic activities should be so well

rounded and planned that children know the climaxes. It may

be a source of disciplinary difficulty to settle youngsters
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down if they do not comprehend what is the climax of their

activity and if they do not regard it properly. This is

purely a job for the teacher; each student must learn how

to take his climax and then return to an even keel. Perhaps

the child is running and is being accompanied by a drum. The

climax could be aceented by a corresponding accent from the

drum or a crash of the gong. Among the many other varieties

of climaxes could be included the different ways of falling,

ways of getting up again, the use of the time when down as

part of the entire activity, crescendo and de-crescendo of

movement, and the use of the voice.

Since it Lhythg7 is the means of securing the
greatest effect with a minimum waste of energy, each ofus should develop abilities to perceive rhythm through
sight and sound, and to express that rhythm in movement.
Through this means we may acquire and perfect those
physical skills which make us capable of a fuller en-
joyment of life,12

We are concerned with the general experiences in the

whole area of movement, rather than with steps or specific

patterns. If we can help children to set activity processes

in motion, to give congruous expression to their strong

emotions through motion, if we can help them to find in

rhythmic movement a bridge between strenuous exercise and

imagination, then movement will be a satisfying and creative

art medium in their lives.

12Thompson, a. ,, p. 9.



But we must not overlook the importance rhythmic activities

and music play in the child's life. It is certainly not the

intention of this writer to leave an erroneous impression

with the reader that music is not helpful in rhythms pro-

duction. Creative rhythmic expressions centered around music

are in absolute reverse of music centered around creative

rhythmic expressions. When music is provided for children to

interpret rhythmically from it, they will feel pulsations and

will learn naturally, unconsciously, without conformity to

arbitrary mechanical rules, much about rhythm and form. The

writer believes these experiences should come to the child

after he has been allowed to run the gamut, if there is a

gamut, of his own rhythmical interpretations without the ci

vinculum of musical types. Some have tried musical rhythmic

interpretations with primary children and have noted a degree

of understanding. Either way, a knowledge will be gained

which will be mingled with the "inner self" and when given vent

to will be an expression from within. Rhythm is the framework

of all melody and patterns; if this framework is an expression

"from within" the melodies fitted to it will probably be an

expression of self. The writer feels that experiences of

creating melody will be logical learning patterns after the

right foundation of freedom in rhythmic expression has been

allowed in the primary grades. Automatically the child will

be conscious that melody cannot exist without rhythm. Some

think that before rhythm can become an "expression from within,"
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it must take the form of a spontaneous interpretation of some-

thing external. The external interpretation could be music,

but not necessarily, for rhythm occurs in all types of work,

in all phases of life; and, this must not be ignored in teaching.

It is while rhythm is still an interpretation of some-

thing external that every care should be taken to keep it in
a spontaneous form. It must be permitted to develop naturally;

this comes with gentle guidance. The purpose in doing this is
to engender in the child an understanding of rhythm so that

his interest in music will provide musical inspiration to

develop powers of self-expression. This leads children into
the use of rhythm as a manifestation of moods, and imbues

them with a desire to experiment and develop the unconscious

sense of rhythm to such an extent that it will meet with suc-

ces and lead them on to further experimentations.

When interpreting music, children must be given a free
rein, if the work is to be conscientious. Their self-expres-

sions will be improved a little with the aid of music, but

will be of a stereotyped nature. This type of interpreting

will provide musical inspiration by familiarizing the boys

and girls with good music which is rich in melody patterns.

It can be said without fear of refute that no one method,

no one system will accomplish all. We must have broad vision,

must use our imagination along with the child's, and recognize

the educative value of progressive growth in an art rather

than in a final product. We are responsible for building



the environment in which we work and live with the children

entrusted in our care. This environment must foster a genuine

respect not only for the art of movement, but also for the

other arts, With this attitude in mind and with enough

patience to turn those strange antics of those lovable little

animals into educative processes we will produce some of the

finest Americans.

It may be true that the type of creative work described

in this chapter is not being received with the same white-hot

enthusiasm granted it as a novelty when it was first intro-

duced into the curriculum, but educators are still alive to

its great possibilities. They are, however, showing a critical

attitude toward methods used and results obtained, which well

they might. They "lift an eyebrow" because some have swung

the pendulum too far and have completely ignored skills. They

just create the entire life of the child. Contrary to common

belief and prejudice, the schools which have the creative

rhythmic expressions included in their programs are as much

concerned with the acquisition of the essential skills as the

schools which say creativity of any kind does not belong in

their schools.

In view of the important place which rhythm holds in

the many activities around which our life is built, every

effort should be made to incorporate it in our education.

Every primary teacher; should use creative rhythms daily.



CHAPTER V

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO CORRELATE WITH
THE AMARILLO COURSE OF STUDY

FOR PRIMARY GRADES



UNIT I

TRANSPORTATION



Roads1

A road might lead to anywhere
To harbor towns and quays,
Or to a witch's pointed house,
Hidden by bristly trees.
It might lead past the tailor's door
Where he sews with needle and thread;
Ot by Miss Prim's, the milliner's
With her hats for every head.

It might be a road to a great dark leave,
With treasure and gold piled high;
Or a road with a mountain tied to its end
Blue-humped against the sky.
Oh, a road might lat to anywhere,
To Mexico or Maine;
But then it might just fool you, and -
Lead you back home againI

- Rachel Lyman Field -

1Miriam Blanton Huber and others, The Poeto BokI,
p. 119.



Trains

Through the night and day
The trains run to and fro
They seldom want to stay
They're always on the go.

I wonder why they don't get tired
Of running, oh, so fast,
Maybe they don't like our town,
Is the reason they go past.

The train looks very friendly;
His big eye shining bright,
And wheels that hum a merry tune
Makes all things turn out right.

But why wontt he stay in our town?
I' d like to have him come
Right out to my house.
Say1 couldn't we have fun?

Tell me what's the reason
I'd like to know just why
He won't stop off and play with me,
But just goes running by?

- Barbara Koesjan -
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All Aboard2

There's steam in the boiler
And coal in the bin
The mail and express
Have been bundled within
And the little black engine
With gleaming head light
Is huffing and puffing
With all of it's might
The trainman has shouted
The stations aloud
As he merrily jostles
His way thru the crowd
"All Aboard for Manhattan
All Aboard for Santa Fe"
With a toot of the whistle
We're off and away!

Marguerite Gode

Sleep Train3

Si Si Si Shi
The little train is yawning
And wants to go to sleep
In the corner of the roundhouse
Where the dark lies deep
Patiently it stands until
Its ears are emptied out
Then with a merry toot, toot, toot,
It turns itself ,about
And crawls into the waiting shed
Where tired trains are put to bed
Shi ShI Shi Shi

- Marguerite Gods -

2Marguerite Gods "All Aboard," American Childhood,
XXXII (November, 1946), 20.

arguerite Gods, "Sleep Train," American Childhood,
XXXII (October, 1946), 26.
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Down By the
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Si,. B. Pitts, 14. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, "Down By the
Station," The First Grade Book, p. 177
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Perinit the children to have bodily actions and rhythms

to describe the round house, the wig wag, the railroad cros-

sing gates, as well as parts of the train itself. These

rhythms can be accompanied with the above song or with just

6Mabelle Glenn and others, "The Train," Tuni , p. 156.

I



the strongly accented beat of a tome-tom or tone block played
by the teacher. She should follow Carefully the pattern and

tempo set by the children,

'Little Red Caboose
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Fig.
Perhaps the children could learn a slow shuffle to re-

present the movement of the train and gradually increase it

to the speed they desire. An entire train could be portrayed

from engine through caboose. One child will want to be the

engineer, another the conductor who waves the lamp from the

caboose, etc.



Train Song7

Click! Clack! Click! Clack!
Goes the shiny train,
Stopping at the stations,
Hurrying on again.

Click! Clack! Click! Clack!
Clickitty, clack, clack!
Whistling at the crossings,
Gliding down the track.

Clicking, clacking, clicking, clacking,
Merrily along,
Singing its little elickitty, clickitty,
Clickitty, clackitty song.

Marian Kennedy -

Children form a line with hands on each other's shoulders.

The leader is .the engine of the train. The children in line

are cars. - Example, fruit, mail, cattle, etc.

The little train
On the railroad track
Goes elickerty clickerty
Clickerty clack.V

The train moves around the room, keeping time with the shuf-

fling feet as the children repeat "clickerty clack, clickerty

clack, clickerty clack, clickerty clack. One child may be the

bell, another the whistle, etc.

7Marian Kennedy, "Train Song," American Childhood, XXXIII
(November, 1947 ),Jf

8Marguerite Gode, "Poems with Action," American Childhood,
XXXIV (September, 19149), 23.



The Little Engine That Couldn't9

Puff was a little black engine who lived in a big rail-

road yard. All day long the yard was filled with the sound

of trains coming and going.

Puff chugged back and forth beside his mother. Many

times a day she told the little engine, "Puff, dear, please

stay out of the way. One of the big engines might run over

you."

Puffts father told his mother, "My dear, you simply must

keep Puff on his own track, for the big engines have much work

to do, and they cannot always watch to be sure they do not

run over our son."

Sometimes Puff's father allowed him to pull a car if it

were very small. Puff was happy when he could help. But he

felt sad because he could not pull the long trains as his

father and mother did.

Puff had heard the story about the little engine that

had pulled the farmer's wheat to market. He thought it the

most wonderful story he had ever heard. Puff thought and

thought about the "little engine that could." He hope and

hoped that a farmer might ask him one day to pull his wheat

to market. But no one ever asked Puff for help. He just

9 Cathryn Green, "The Little Engine That Coudn't,"
American Childhood, XXXIV (April, 1950), 52-3.



puffed around after his mother, and the big engines kept

telling him to get out of the way. Oh, it was a very sad

life for a strong little engine.

One day Puff heard all the big engines talking excitedly.

The little engine ran to his mother to find out what had hap.

opened, but she was too busy to answer him. Puff tried to find

his father, but he was nowhere to be seen. At last Puff rolled

slowly about the yards, trying to hear what the big engines were

saying. But they were talking so fast that the only words he

could catch were, "strange engine," and "red cars." The

little engine was very puzzled.

Puff started back to his own track. Suddenly he saw

something that made him stop and blink. The most beautiful

train of cars that he had ever seen stood on the rails before

himt The cars were all red, and yello, and green - and such

queer noises came from inside them! Puff wandered slowly up

and down beside the strange train. Never, in all his life,

had he seen anything so wonderful. The little engine had seen

oil cars, with their silver tanks, and flat cars with their

black sides, and even Pullman cars with their loads of people.

But never had he seen cars of such beautiful colors.

Puff sighed. How wonderful it would be to pull such a

trains There was no engine hooked to the train, Puff noticed,

but he knew that when the bright cars were pulled out of the

yard, one of the big engines would be pulling them.

Suddenly, two men appeared around the edge of one of the



red oars. Puff heard them whispering. He wondered what they

were saying. Perhaps they were going to tell him to get away

from the strange train. All he wanted to do was look, thought

Puff. That wouldn't hurt the cars.

The men turned to look toward the little engine and Puff

started to leave. "Hey there, little engine" shouted one of

the men.

Puff stopped in surprise. "A job for me, maybe,"t he aaid

to himself as the two men ran up beside him.

"Sonny, we've a job for you," one of them said.

Puff wasn't sure he liked these men, but a jobt - this

might be his chance to do something useful.

The man who had sopken smiled at Puff'. "You look like a

strong little engine. How would you like to pull this circus

train for us?"

Puff could hardly believe his ears. "Circus traint" So

that was why all the cars were such pretty colors. Puff's

father had told him stories about circuses, and Puff knew now

that the strange noises were made by animals in the cars.

These men were asking him, Puff, the little engine, to pull

the wonderful cars with their monkeys, tigers, lions, and

maybe even giraffes, inside I

The happy little engine could only not his little black

head. He started at once toward the front car to hitch on,

but the man who had asked him to pull the train stopped him.

"Wait a minute, little engine. We don't leave now. And



you can only pull the train if you promist not to tell a soul

about the trip,"

Puff was disappointed. He had wanted to tell his mother

and father about his grand new job. But he nodded, slowly.

"Well, I guess it will be all right. When do we start?"

The man told Puff that they must leave after nightfall.

Puff thought that a queer thing to do, but he wanted very

much to pull the circus train, so he did not say anything.

Puff waited on his own track until nightfall, then he

slipped away to the track where the circus train waited. The

men met him there.

"We must pull the train very quietly so as not to disturb

the sleeping animals," one of them told Puff.

Puff understood this, and he very carefully backed to be

connected to the train. Oh, it was a great feeling to have a

long train of cars behind himi

Puff pulled slowly out of the trainyard. He could hardly

believe that the ears were following behind him. He looked

back now and then to make sure he was not dreaming. When he

had left the yards behind, he began to get up a little speed,

but the ears were very heavy. The ned rode on the car just

behind Puff, and they kept telling him to hurry. Puff was

going as fast as he could, but he tried to pull faster. "Puff

puff - puffff," went the little engine. And the circus train

rolled slowly along behind,

Puff began to feel very tired. He wished his mother had



come along to help him. The bars felt heavier and heavier.

Puff couldn't even see the pretty colored cars, now. And

the men kept shouting to him. He didn't like them at all.

Puff nearly cried when he saw a big hill ahead. He was

barely able to move the train now. The hill would be much

harder to pull Puff tried to think of "the little engine

that could," but he was too tired to remember the words the

engine had used.

"I - think -- I -" Puff started to say, but this-took

so much breath that he had to stop.

"I - think - I - -can't," Puff cried out, and he stopped

in his tracks.

The men jumped from the car and ran up beside the puffing

little engine. "What's wrong?" they shouted loudly. "Get

moving, little engine I"

But Puff only stood there with smoke pouring from his

little black funnel, and his wheels hot from their hard pull

up the tracks. He could hear the animals making their strange

noises back in the circus train. How he wished he were safely

in his own yard beside his mother and father.

Suddenly Puff heard gruff coughs, and the sound of an

engine. The two men ran from beside the tracks, Puff was

very glad to see his own father chug onto the track beside

him. He looked up at the big engine.

"Oh, Father, I'm so glad you're here I thought I could

pull this circus train, but I just c-couldn't." Puff wiped
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sooty tears from his eyes.

Puff's father looked down at his run-away son and said,

" Son, you shouldn't have run away. Your mother and I were

very worried."

His voice grew softer as he told the sad. little engine,

"But don't be sad little engine, because you failed to pull

the cars. You see, those men were thieves who had planned to

steal the circus train. That's why they asked you to pull it,

instead of one of the larger engines. If youts pulled it over

this hill, we never would have found it."

Puff listened, wide-eyed, to his father. He knew now

why he hadn't liked the men. PufFrs father pulled the circus

train back to the yard, while Puff rolled merrily along be-

side him.

The little engine thought happily, "I can wait until I'm

a big engine to pull circus trains. But now - I'm glad that

I'm the little engine that couldn't'."



My Ships1 0

There are ships that sail the river,
There are ships that sail the sea,

But the ships that sail the dishpan
Are the ones that sail for me.

It's such fun to imagine
That I'm a sailor man,

Going way across the ocean
Where treasures are galore.

When I grow tired of sailing,
All up and down the main,

I turn my ships to westward
And sail back home again.

-MOllie James Robertson

1001ie James Robertson, "My Ships," The Progressive
Teacher LVI (Mabeh, 19k9), 21.
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Nadine Bensley
The Motor Boat11

Nadine Bensley
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The Motor Boat

Go - little motor boat - go
Over the water - to and Ito
Go - little motor boat go.

Children form a circle representing a lake. Sever of the
children are chosen fo r passengers to wait on shori.

A motor boat formed by eight children plies from one shore
picking up passengers and transferring them across the lake.

All the boat moves, the children make the sound, "Putt-
putt." Below is a diagram showing how the boat is formed by
the children. x z x

~al2

1 1L. B. Pitte, a. Glenn, and . E. Watters, Singin On _Our
PsA, p. 352.

1 Margaerite Gode, "Poems with Action," American Childhood,
XXXIV (Sept ember, l909 ), 23.
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The Motor Boat13
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Tugboatlu

Children's Song
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The dramatization of a tugboat will be different from

the motor boat, The child can imitate this means of trans-

portation by shuffling in a "plodding" manner with the

entire body completely relaxed and the arms dangling loosely

at the side. The head and shoulders could even be in a

relaxed position. The ex#et opposite of this with the body

in a tugging position will give another interpretation.

lfr. B. Pitts, M. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, "Tugboat,"
The Kindergarten Book, p. 135.
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The Little Red Ferryboat15

She was a little red ferryboat, a strong, patient little

boat. For almost twenty years this little ferryboat Ihad done

the same thing everyday - gone slowly back and forth across

the bay taking people who wanted to see the Statue of Liberty,

but today the little red ferryboat was very tired.

"Oh dear, oh dear, what a life for a fine boat like me,"

sighed the red ferryboat - "Just going back and forth and never

getting anywhere. I'll tell you," she said to the gulls that

sat on the piling at the dock, I envy you, being able to go

anywhere you please. How would you like to spend twenty years

going back and forth to the same place. I'm tired of iti"

"Why don't you do something about it?" screamed a big

blue and white gull.

"Do? What can I do? Her I am all loaded with people

and any minute now I'll have to shove off. Oh melt" and the

little ferryboat let out a big sigh of smoke.

"Go somewhere else 1" screeched another gull, as it

circled around the smokestack.

"What's that you say? Oh, that would never do, never

do - and yet?"

"Why not," thought the little ferryboat. . . but then,

there was the captain - he would be very angry if they did

1jaywill D. Sloan, "The Little Red Ferryboat," American
Childhood, XXXIV (September, 1949, 52-3.
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not go straight over to the Statue of Liberty.

"I could just go a little off the course this one time,"

thought the little ferryboat.

"Do it now, now, NOWI" screamed the gulls.

"You wouldn't dare," called two or three at once.

Then the little ferryboat made up her mind. She would

not go over to the Statue of Liberty just this one time I

The wind whistled, "Come along, along, come along," and

deep in her engine room the motors began turning and the water,

churning along her sides, seemed to say:

"Do it now, do it now,"

"Clang" went the big bell, and the little red ferryboat

was all excitement. She had made up her mind! Up went the

gangplank. Slowly the little red boat edged her way along the

dock pilings, while the gulls circled and wheeled overhead

screeching, "Go right, go rightV"

Faster and faster the engines churned and the captain

barked directions to the engine room. People were talking

and all was gay and happy.

"Like any other trip, so far," chuckled the little boat

to herself, "If the gulls can go placed, so can I.

She waited just long enough for a good stiff breeze to

come along and suddenly the little ferryboat swung to the rightI

It should have been to the left! There was a great clanging

from the captain, but the little ferryboat paid no attention.

She was on her way now, out into the open river, her sides
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churning up the water. She laughed while the gulls overhead

kept up a continual chatter.

"This way, this wayl" "Clang, elang," went the captain,

but the little boat answered with a deep laugh, and headed up

the river. It was the most exciting thing the little ferry-

boat had ever done. The wind sneaked up and gave her a tmove.

"Thanks a lot," she called; the happiest boat on the river.

The people began to shout and lean over the rail, and the

crew was trying to put the boat back on her course, but the

little red ferryboat would not be stopped now. She was having

the time of her life.

"I should be docking at the Island, this very minute,"

laughed the boat to herself. "What will they think, when I

don't get there?"

"Keep going, keep going," screamed the gulls, who were

following the boat and having a wonderful time, too.

"Wheeeeee," chuckled the little boat, "Why didn't I do

this before? What a wonderful river - look at the skyscrapers

and the big boats along the docks. They must come from all

over the world."

"Hello," called the little ferryboat to a big old grey

oil tanker that was making its way along."

"Hello yourself," boomed the big smokestack of the tanker,

and it laughed until its rigging shook, as the little ferryboat

rocked and rolled in the water.

A saucy tug sidled up to the boat. "Aren't you lost,
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aren't you lost?" it panted as it chugged beside the red boat.

What if I am; here I go," she called, as the wind gave

her an extra shove. The fog was thick and it was dark now,

but the little ferryboat was not ready to turn back yet. On

deck, the people were having almost as good a time as the

little boat was. Then, the wind began to push the litt boat.

"Don't do that, Mr. Wind," called the little ferryboat.

"Can't you see it is making me up set?" But the wind began

to howl with delight and even gave the little boat a big puff,

right in her face, which set her turning round and round in

the water. She was very much frightened, and cried out:

"Stop it, Mr. Wind, stop it!" But the wind whistled and

the water became so rough that the boat was not going anywhere

at all - just floundering around in the dark and fog.

"Oh dear, oh dear, where am I?" moaned the little ferry-

boat. She was so frightened and felt so small and alone.

"Shall I be smashed? Why was I ever such a foolish little

ferryboat? Now I have disobeyed the captain, and he is mad at

me, and I am lost in the stormy river. A big boat may hit me."

"Ohhhhhh," she screamed, as a giaftt wave struck her and

tipped her far over on one side. Her decks were wet and the

passengers were huddled in the cabin.

"Oh, why did I do it? I know I shall never get back to

the pier again," moaned the little boat. "Why did I listen

to those foolish galls? It was all their fault, anyway."

Suddenly she felt a big push from behind. She was moving
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faster through the darkness and fog.

"Oh, Mr. Wind, where are you taking me?" asked the little

red boat in a scared toice. If you will take me back home, I

promise never, never to run away again. The gulls can screech

all they want to, I shall never disobey the captain again.

I'll just be happy, going back and forth across the river."

Through choppy water the little boat went, crying as

if her heart would break. She was the most unhappy little

ferryboat in all the world. Then suddenly her nose went bumpj

She shivered all over. Then she let out a toot of joy.

"It's the piling. I'm safe," she cried, while the people

all came out on the wet decks and shouted with joy., They ran

down the gangplank as fast as they could. It seemed that every-

one had been looking for the lost ferryboat. The little boat

slid slowly into the dock. The gangplank was put down and she

was tied up. The people began to pour off the boat. The

things they said about her made the little boat even more un-

happy. She could hear the captain trying to explain to the

policemen about the trip.

The Little Red Ferryboat knew that all the trouble came

about just because of some Silly sea gulls and her own dis-

obedience. She knew that never in her life would she ever,

ever disobey again. And from that day to this the little red

ferryboat goes happily back and forth across the bay. You

may take a ride on her, too, when you go over to see the

Statue of Liberty.
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The Night Planel&

Every night at half past eight
When I am dressed for bed,
I hear a great big aeroplane
Go roaring overhead.

Its tail light is a golden star
That shoots across the night
I watch it for a minute
Then it't s gone way out of sight.

As I climb slowly into bed
I wish that I could be
The pilot of the aeroplane
And he could go to bed for me.

- Evien G. Beaudry

n

16Evien G. Beaudry, "The Night Plane," American Childhood,

XXIII (September, 1937), 1g.
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Airplane 1 7

mVan- & d and rond 1 pXXX

Fig. B

I'm An AirplaneiB

Fig, 9

Children use their feet to make the sound of the motor,
ust as they do for a train locomotive.

Freer and more flexible movements of the body ate used
to mimic the flight of a plane. Arms are stretched for
wings while the body turns, dips, banks, and glides finally
into port.

17L. B. Pitta, N. Glenn and L. F. Watters, "Airplane,
The Kidegaten B p. 134.

i "I'm An Airplane."
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Loopy1 9

Loopy Is a small airplane - the kind that flyers cheer.*

fully call a hedgehopper. That's because such a light, gay

little plane can skim over the ground with the ease of a bird.

But even hedgehopping is a lot harder than it looks, One

mistake and the ground feels very hard indeed.

Loopy had a healthy respect for the ground. Besides, he

could not afford to make mistakes, for his job was to help the

pilot teach flyers how to fly.

All day long he had to circle the airport, in an endless

merry-go-round, while the students practiced on him. And

sometimes - at least until the beginners got used to being

off the ground - it was pretty searey.

With the pilot steering him one minute, the.0Student',Ythe

next, poor Loopy had nothing to say about what was happening

to him. At times he felt like something shot out of a Roman

candle. He never knew what to expect* Except, that, when a

particularly clumsy fellow was learning, Loopy always expected

the worst, . . And often got it. When that happened the

mechanics had to patch him together, and sometimes he was in

the shop for days before he could go up again.

This was all very dull, and to pass the time Loopy would

imagine what it would be like to fly by himself, with no pilot

1 9 Hardie Gramatky, .
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to hold him in check and no hefvy-handed student to horse him

ground. He could see himself showing the birds themselves

some real flying. . . And even looping some fancy skywriting,

which was what he really wanted to do. But all this was only

a dream. Had it not been for a stroke of luck - which turned

out to be as good in the end as it promised to be bad in the

beginning - Loopy might have remained a patient, forgotten

little drudge.

One day a show-off - a regular know-it-all - came out to

the airport and persuaded the pilot to let him go up alone.

Loopy knew the type well. They always meant a bad afternoon.

And this particular afternoon, Loopy grimly decided, might be

just too bad. For the show-off paid no attention to Loopy or

what was going on in the sky. He had his greedy eyes glued on

the boys at the field until they disappeared from view. This

objectionable fellow didn't care anything about flying properly.

He just wanted to show off.

Not so Loopy, who kept a weather eye cocked on the sky.

Off in the distance he saw a big black cloud getting bigger

and fatter all the time. The show-off, however, kept right

on with his ridiculous antics. Loopy coughed his motor and

did everything he could think of to warn the show-off of the

danger ahead. But it was no use. Even the swirling winds on

the very edge of the storm could make no impression.

Suddenly they were inside, and it was black as night.

The wind blew like a hurricane. Even with the propeller
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rushed past, with the roar of an express train, but he didntt

move. He just stood still. And in his face the lightning

flashed as it never does on earth. It seared the know-it-all

out of his wits. The dials on the instrument board glared

back at him like angry faces.

The know-it-all, if he knew nothing else, at least knew

when he had had enough. To get out of that angry, storm-tossed

cloud, he cowardly took to his parachute.

And there was poor Loopy, harried by wind and dark and

lightning, with no one to help him. In the first moment he

was as helpless as a blown-out unbrella. He felt himself

falling - and as he fell he remembered the things he had

planned to do if he ever was on his own. Instinctively he

worked his elevators and suddenly realized he could check his

fall. One more push and he was going up again - right over a

mountain top. Then, like a frightened trout giving a flip of

the tail, he wiggled the rudder and found - none too soon for

him - that he could turn. And when he finally tried his

ailerons - those little movable parts of the wing - Loopy knew

for sure what he had always believed: that he could really fly

by himself. He could turn and bank and go up and down.

Then the storm no longer frightened him. This was what

he had always wanted to do. Completely confident now, he

flashed in a disdainful circle around the dangling parachutist

and started on a triumphal flight through the sky.
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This was great fun. If the gas had only held out, he

would have kept it up all day. But Loopy, wise airman that

he was, knew it was time to go home. And everyone agreed it

was one of the prettiest landings ever seen. The crowd

cheered and took pictures and pressed around the little plane.

And the few who noticed the know-it-all when he came drifting

down gave him the hoots and Jeers he richly deserved.

It was the making of Loopy. Now he never bothers with

students. He is a skywriter, the most famous of them all.

And from the ground you can always tell his work by the

smooth, clear letters and from the fact he never fails to

dot his l's.
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The Tumbleweed16

The tumbleweed goes scudding
In a whizzing kind of race

All around the ranch house
And all around the place -

Out across the prairie
And along the river bed.

I asked where they were going,
But no one ever said.

I asked why they were running,
But no one cared to say.

I asked them why they did it,
But they just ran away.

And once I tried to race them,
Bat they ran off so fast

That even on my pony
I watched them go right past.

I raced them and chased them
All up and down the hill,

Until the wind stopped blowing
And ... the tumbleweeds stood stillIt

16Kathryn Jackson and Byron Jackson, QTenggrentCowboys
Indians, p. 1t9.
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Trot, Trot, Trot1 7

Translated German Folk Song
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17L. B. Pitts, M. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, The First
Grade Book, p. 149.
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I'm A Cowboy18

Mills College Workshop
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This song lends itself to action and the children will

enjoy doing it, They may want to add mor stanzas of their

own in order to get in more action. Such ideas as a

twirling lariat, a burning campfire, a cowboy walking in

high heel boots, are only a few that the children may

suggest. The boys and girls will think of many more,

18
Irene L. Schoepfle, "Making Music Live for Five-YearOlds," Childhood Education, XXV (January, 1950), 222-23.
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Go, My Ponyl

Sylvia Claf lin Sylvia Claflin
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19Sylvia L. Claflin, "Go, My Pony," The Instructor, LII
(May, 1943), 41.
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The following are the suggestions given in The Instructor

to accompany the song, Go, MP o. These are good for a

starting point, but these should not be the only interpretations.

Formation:
Form circle in groups of threes - Pony in front,
Father and Daughter driving.

Stanza I:
Father and Daughter now drive Pony around in circle.
Stop and clap hands at each repetition of "ri-di-de-ay."

Stanza 2:
Same as first stanza but with a faster motion.
Father and Daughter pull scarfs up around necks
and caps down over ears.

Stanza 3:
Stop after "daughter" to water Pony. "Go" is the
signal to continue as before.

Stanza :
Same as first stanza, but begin to slow down while
singing the first line, gradually coming to a
complete stop at the end. Some Fathers and Daughters
may like to put Pony into2 the barn; others may fall
down as though exhausted.

20Ibid.

w'- . 'lu 11-
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The Little Pack Donkey2

Once there was a little donkey who was sad. "It's no

use," he said. "I can't go racing around the cattle herds

with a cowboy oh my back the way horses do."

He drooped his long ears and sniffled.

"The horses laugh at me. They say my ears are too long

and my legs are too short - they say I'm no good for anything

except eating grass"

And he ate some grass sadly.

Just then the cowboys eane riding up. They had to go to

the high pass up in the mountains, with food and frying pans

and bed rolls and warm clothes.

That made a big pack. The horses couldn't carry a big

pack up the slippery, steep mountain side. Oh, no - the

horses would slip and fall.

That made a difference with the little donkey. So the

cowboys packed all their things on the little donkey's back.

Then they rode up the mountain path.

The horses couldn't go fast. They kept sliding on loose

rocks and slipping on loose sand.

But the little donkey, with the big pack on his back,

could go just as fast up the mountain as across the prairie.

"Don't know what we'd do without our little ole donkey.

2 1Kathryn Jackson and Byron Jackson, "The Little Pack
Donkey," Tenggrens Cowboys and Indians, p. 52.
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He sure has come in handy," said Pete.

And all the other cowboys said, "No, sir - nothing like

a donkey for uphill work."

And the horses said, "He sure can climb with those short

little legs t"

The donkey waggled his long ears and sxhfled.

"Guess I'm some use after all," he said to himself. And

he trotted nimbly up the mountain, feeling very good about

being a funny little donkey.
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The big blue bus goes whizzing byl
It goes so fast is seems to fly,
The yellow ones just creep and crawl,
They never hurry up at all.

The blue bus travels far away
Across the country, I've heard say.
The others just go up and down
The same old streets of our town.

When I em big I'm going to be
The driver of a bus - you'll see!
And I will drive the one that's blue;
Then you can travel with me, too.

-wEvien G. Beaudry -

Our Old School Bus23

Our old yellowrsbho6lg bus
Clatters down the road
Bouncing over bumps
Like a big fat toad.

The driver at the wheel
Steers the bus with skill
Watching at the curves and
Going slowly down each hill.

Children with their laughter
And boxes full of lunch,
Books and pens and pencils, -
Oh, what a merry bunch!I

Everyone is happy.
Now don't you envy us
As we go a-bouncing
On our OLD SCHOOL BUS?

a Mary Blatt Koch a

22Evien G. Beaudry, "Busses," American Childhood, XXIII
(September, 1937), 41.I

23 ary Blatt Koch, "Our Old School Bus," American Child.hood, XXXV (April, 1950), 47.
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The Cars Go Up and Down25
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2%, B. Pitts, M. Glenn, L. E. Watters, "The Cars Go Up
and Down," The First Grade Book, p. 183.
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The Timid Truck26

Once upon a time there was a great red motor truck.
When he went through the town blowing his horn all the people
ran out of his way as fast as they could.

"Honk, honk, honk i" cried the motor truck,

The hens fluttered back and forth across the road.

"Honk, honk, honk " cried the motor truck.

The dogs ran out and barked.

"Honk, honk, honk " cried the motor truck, and the child-
ren shouted as the big red truck went booming by.

By all - down inside his engine the truck was not big
and brave at all. He was really very timid I When his driver
drove fast, he was so afraid that he could scarcely see out

of his headlights. But his driver paid no attention to him.
He was quite reckless. He delighted in passing other cars on

the road and in making "record runs,"

"Record runs," moaned the motor truck, "they'll be the

death of met If I were going to make a record, I'd rather

make one for taking more time than anyone else, not for going
faster, I can't see why everybody is in such a hurry. They
say, 'Safety First.' Well, my driver always tries to be first
and forgets about the safety. 'Safe and last,' that's going

to be my motto"

Caroline D. Enerson, "The Timid Truck," A Merry-Go-Round of Modern Tales, pp. 11-18,
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But the driver thought his truck was much too cautious

and all he did was to put on more gas. Away they rushed, up

hill, down hill, across bridges, through the woods, and away

across the country.

One day a small car passed the truck.

"This will never do," said the driver and he pressed his

foot on the gas.

"It will do very nicely, if you will just use sense,"

sighed the truck. "I like to have things pass me. Id let

everything on the road pass me if it wanted totI"

The driver only pressed the harder on the accelerator and

they flew after the little car.

"Honki Honkt" tooted the truck's horn, "Get out of the wayt"

The truck did wish that his horn had been taught to say,

"if you please." It should have. It sounded much better.

The little car ahead stayed right in the middle of the

road. The driver of the truck grew angry.

"Honkt Honkt" tooted the horn again.

"Road hogt" muttered the driver.

But the little car ahead stayed right in the middle of the

road. Not one inch to the right did the little car go.

"That car is only using common senses" said the truck.

"This is no place to pass."

The driver swung his truck over to the left side of the

road. He honked yet once again. He was going to pass the car.

"Careful, careful," begged the truck. "Watch out. There s
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mud at the side of the road."

But his driver only put on more gas, Suddenly the truck

had a dreadful, sinking feeling. Something was giving awayI

"My wheels l" he screamed.

Round and round spun the wheels, but they could not get

a grip on the soft mud. Round and round they spUn but not one

inch forward could they go. The truck gelt himself sinking.

He stood still for a moment and then he began to tip.

"What ever will become of me?" moaned the truck.

His driver jumped to the ground. It was an easy matter

for himl He didn't weigh a ton and a half t

The truck felt himself tip further and further, Then -
bump, - bang, - and over he fell into a daisy field. The grass

tickled his engine. There was a bunch of flowers caught in his

bumper. He was in a sorry plight.

"Oh, my gears and crank-shaft, my engine is in a hundred

pieces t" groaned the truck, while tears of gasoline ran down

his hood.

The little car had stopped

"I am so sorry," he said. "Didn't you see the mud? I

didn't dare give you any more room."

"It was all my driver's fault," answered the truck. "I

told him not to pass you and he would not listen. I will never

let him drive me again. I hope they take his license away.

I suppose he'll just leave me here to rust. He doesn't care

what happens to met"
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But the driver did care. As he looked at his great power-

ful truck lying there helpless, he began to feel quite ashamed

of himself. He agreed that the truck was at no fault.

The little car carried him to the next town. Back he

came as soon as he could with four strong horses and several

men. They fastened iron chains to the truck.

"Youtll never get me up," he said, "not if you bring

forty horses."

"Ho, ho," laughed the horses. "Who used to do all the

pulling before you trucks were invented?"

The driver ran around doing all he could to help the truck.

"Poor old fellow" the trdek heard him mutter.

At last the chains were in place. The horses pulled and

the chains tightened. A jerk - and the truck was on his wheels.

Again the horses strained. The truck began to move forward.

Bump - and he was back on the road againt

"There you arel" cried the driver with delight.

"My trouble is not over as easily as that," grumbled the

truck, "not with all these strange feelings in my engine."

They tried to start the engine but it would not start, so

the horses were fastened to the truck again and into the town

they pulled him. He squeaked and complained at every turn of

the wheel.

For five days they worked on him at the garage, They took

him all to pieces and they put him all together again. His

driver never left his side. He stood by to see that the work
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was well done and he ordered the best of everything. He did

not spare money. The truck began to feel quite differently

about his driver. He had made a muddle of things, but now he

was certainly doing his best to make it up.

At last the garagemen were through. They gave the truck

a new coat of red paint that made him look bigger and redder

than ever. When that was dry he was ready to start out into

the world again.

"I've learned my lesson," said the driver to the garageman

as he paid his bill. "I'm going to drive carefully nowi"

The truck listened, but for some strange, new reason he

did not care whether his driver was careful or not - he who

had always been so timidly Something unexpected had happened

way down inside of the great red motor truck. He was no

longer afraid I

"When you have lived through an experience like that, you

find it does not pay to be afraid," he said to the other cars

in the garage. "Think of what happened to me, and here I am

as good as new."

When they started out he took the first corner on two wheels.

The driver nearly jumped off his seat with terror. They passed

every car on the road. Nothing that the driver could say did

any good.

"I can't seem to manage this truck since the accident,"

he complained. "I must have lost my nerve."

The truck chased hens just for the fun of it. He
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backfired so hard at a policeman that he was nearly arrested

for carrying concealed weapons. Then he tried to run round

and round a "Keep to the right" sign that stood in the middle

of the road, blinking one stupid red eye at them. He was

trying to see how close he could go without knocking the

silly thing down. Once he went too close and the thing tope-

pled over and blinked its red eye for the last time.

"I cantt stand this any longer," cried the driver, "I'm

going to give up trucking and try farming I"

This made the truck stop to think. Did he really want

to lose his driver? They had been through much together!

There was no telling what kind of new one he might get. He

considered matters carefully. There is always a middle way

in this life. Perhaps it would be better to be a little more

conservatitq.

So he settled down to a sober gait, and, from that day

to this, there has not been a more reliable truck or driver

in the entire service.
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FOOD AND SHELTER
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The Milk Jug27

The Gentle Milk Jug blue and white
I love with all my soul

She pours herself with all her might
To fill my breakfast bowl.

All day she sits upon the shelf,
She does not jump or climb -

She only waits to pour herself
When ttis my supper-time.

And when the jug is empty quite,
I shall not mew in vain,

The Friendly Cow, all red and white,
Will fill her up again.

- Oliver Herford -

28The Milkman

Milkman with your bottles white,
Plodding through the dusky night,

Leaving milk for everyone
Before the rising sun;

What a precious gift you give
Milk makes children grow and live.

Building bones and muscles, too,
So thanks we give to youl

You must go in rain or snow
To all homes - for well you know

Children need their milk each day
And so your'e on your wayl

- Ethel Hawthorne Tewksbury

2 7 Winifred Louise Ward, PlaMaking with Children, p. 57.
28 Ethel H. Tewksbury, "The Milkman," American Childhood,

XXV (January, 1940), 26.
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My Black Hen30
Susan Castle
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L. B. PittK, o. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, "My Black

Hen," The Kinder!aten Book, p. 117.

31Ued by permission off the Battle Greek Public Schools.
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Little Bear and Big Bear3 2

One morning Little Bear went through the deep woods to

the Warriors' Pool, He fished carefully and before long he

had a fine string of six big, shiny fish to take back to the

tipi.

"Theretl" he cried happily. "Little Bear good fish-catcher.

When Father see fish, he give me real bow so I can be good

game hunter, too."

Little Bear skipped through the woods singing and shouting.

He made a lot of noise.

But a Big Bear, who was very hungry, heard that noise.

He hid in the bushed, and just as Little Bear skipped by, he

reached out a big paw and grabbed all those fish.

"They look delicious ," grinned that Big Bear, and he

gobbled all those fish - one-two-three-four-five-six, lonel"

Little Bear ran home with tears in his eyes.

"No fish?" his father asked.

Little Bear had a big lump in his throat. He couldn't

answer, so he just shook his head sadly.

"Well,"' his father said, "mebbe Little Bear have better

luck tomorrow."

Little Bear hoped he would.

Early the next morning he went to the pool again. He

3 2 Jackson, 22. ij., pp. 54-5.
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caught seven big shiny fish.

"This time," he whispered, "Little Bear go as quietly as

can; Big Bear wont hear - won't see."

And he crept through the woods without making a sound.

But Big Bear smelled those fish. He followed Little Bear to

the edge of the deep woods. . . and then he popped out of the

bushed trees and grabbed the fish.

"Oh, don't eat all my fish" begged Little Bear. But be-

fore he'd said "all," thos fish were one-two-three-four-five-

six- seven, goner

"Big Bear tired of fish, now." he grumbled.

Little Bear blinked. "Then tomorrow," he said, "you no

take Little Bear's fish?"

"Eat no fish tomorrow," grunted Big Bear.

Little Bear laughed out loud. He started to skip away,

thinking of the wonderful bow he would have tomorrow. And

then Big Bear growled a fierce growl.

"Tomorrow," he growled, "have Little Indian for breakfast"

Little Bear ran for home, frightened. But by the time

he was back at the tipi, he had such a good plan that he was

laughing.

His father frowned when he saw him. "No fish?"

"Not today," said Little Bear, "but tomorrow . get plenty."

The next day Little Bear was up when the moon was

shining. He gathered up his fishing things, and he quietly

took his father's great bow and arrows while the big Indian
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snored in the tipi. Then off he crept into the deep woods.

He didn't come home for breakfast.

And he didn't come home for lunch.

His father sat in front of the tipi, scowling and waiting

for the little Indian who had taken his bow and arrows.

At last, when the fire was built for supper, Little Bear

came back to the tipi. He had a fine string of fish over his

shoulder and a wide smile on his face - and behind him he was

dragging the biggest, brownest bearskin his father had ever seen

Little Bear's father leaped to h4s feet. He stared at the

bearskin, then at the fish, then at Little Bear.

"Unghl" he said. "Heap big fish, heap big bear - heap

big hunter 1"

Then he nodded. "UnghL Little Bear keep bow. Hunt with

braves"

Little Bear held that bow tightly and looked up at his

father.

"Little Bear thank you," he said.

"No more Little Bear!." cried his father. "You now Big

Bear, the Great Hunter!."

All the braves came running up.

"Big Bear, the Great Huntert" they chanted. No more

Little Bear!"

And Little Bear grinned and looked at that big, brown

bearskin rug.

"No more Big Bear, either!" he sighed happily.
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About Things that Sing3 3

In our house
Are singing things.

The doorbell rings,
The telephone tings,
The teakettle sings, and sings, and sings.

The clock tick-ticks,
The floor crick-cricks,
The typewriter clicks, and clicks, and clicks.

Mother's heels tap-tap,
Baby's hands clap-clap,
And window shades flap, and flap, and flap.

The scissors go snip,
The water goes drip,
And my new suit goes zip, zip, zip.

- Lilla Belle Pitts -

33L. B. Pitts, M. Glenn, L. B. Watters, "About Things
That Sing," The First Grade Book, p. 161.'-S - -
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Cozey Homes31
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At Our House
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The Stove That Would Not Stay In The Kitthen35

Once upon a time there was a stove who was very tired

of staying in the kitchen.

"I do all the cooking and no one ever gives me a thingi "

the stove said. "Just as soon as the food is done they

carry it into the other room and eat it all up. I do all

the hot work and never get a taste."

One day the stove cooked a specially nice cake. It was

a birthday cake for Jane. She was going to have a party.

"Now, they might ask me to the party," grumbled the

stove.

The cake lay on the table. It had white frosting and

pink cherries on it. Cook put on eight candles and then

carried the cake into the next room.

"This is too much," said the stove, "I am going toot"

"What would you do at a party?" said the sink with a

titter; but he was a dull fellow and the stove paid no at-

tention to him.

The stove started to walk across the floor. His little

legs were very short and funny. He could not walk very fast

and he tipped from one side to the other. The tea kettle

hung on as long as it could and then fell off with a bang.

The noise brought the children to the door in a hurry.

"hEBmerson, 2. cit., he Stove That Would Not Stay inthe Kitchen.," PP. l397.
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"Oh dear," cried the children, "look out or you'll burn

us It

"I won't burn anyone," said the stove, "but I'm tired of
staying in the kitchen and I'm coming to your party!"

The stove tried to get through the door, but he was too
wide. He shoved and pushed and got quite red with his efforts.

He could hear the sink giggling and gurgling at him. Finally

he squeezed through sideways.

"Where shall I sit?" asked the stove.

But the ice cream stood up on the table.

"Don't you let that stove come near me !" cried the ice

cream. "He'll melt me in no time. I'll not stay here if
he's going to."

Then the birthday cake jumped up.

"Keep awayt! Keep away!l" cried the cake. "If that stove
comes anywhere near me he'll melt my frosting."

"Well, this is a nice way to treat a person," said the
stove. "I cooked that cake and now look at her. I wish I'd

burnt her to a cinder!"

The stove started to sit down in a chair.

"Oh nott" cried the chair, running away. "You'll burn

butn me. You're much too hot."

The stove stamped his little foot.

"This is a fine party," he said. "I don't think much of

iti"

"Oh, Mr. Stove," begged Jane. "Won't you please go back



into the kitchen? You make it so hot here that it's no fun

for us. If you stay here, we'll have to have the party in

the kitchen,"

So the stove turned himself round and went back into

the kitchen.

"I cook everything they eat and that's the way I'm

treated, is it?"

"Oh, well," said the sink to comfort him, "You know

quite well that this is the nicest place in the house, Every

family would live in the kitchen if the cook would let them."

"That's true," said the stove with a sigh.

So he settled down and accepted the inevitable and that

always makes one more comfortable.

105
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CHRISTMAS
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Dream Tree36

If you'll come with me, and take my hand,
I'll lead you away into sleepy-time land;
And among things there you'll be glad to seeAre the dreams that grow on the tall dream tree.

Stand perfectly still,
Don't whisper at all,
And if you've been GOOD,
Sweet dreams will fall.

But if you've been BAD,
Woe be unto you!
For the tree will drop
Bad dreams on you.

So whenever you go to sleepy-time town,
Go wearing a smile, and never a frown,
For the tree will know, as dream trees do,
The kind of a dream for a child like you.

- Margaret Alice Pease -

The Christmas Elves3 7

The Christmas elves hide on the shelves
Where Christmas presents lie,

And guard each precious', wondrous gift
With keep and watchful eye.

Beware to naughty little folks,
Who come to peek and pry,

They'll bump their heads and pinch their thumbs
And never will know why,

For Christmas elves hide on the shelves
Where Christmas presents lie.

- Leonie Hunter -

6M. A. Pease, "Dream Tree," American Childhood, XXIV(December, 1938), 24.
3 7 L. Hunter, "The Christmas Elves" American Childhood,ZXIV (Decomber, 1938), 24.



At Xmas Time38

What do I hear?
Sleigh bells ringing,

Santa singing,
Presents bringing,

In the snow.

What do I see?
Bright eyes glancing,

Snowflakes dancing,
Reindeer prancing,

As they go.

What do I know?
Christmas cheer

And carols clear
And very dear

On Xmas Eve.

Edith Ora Montgomery -

At Christmas3 9

Now old and young are happy
In homes ablaze with light;

A great bright star shines softly
Through ice chill of night.

The children sing their carols
Of Jesus' holy birth,

Of that Christmas long ago.
Good will and peace on earth.

Sweet bells peal out the message,
And heads at prayer are bent

In thankful adoration
For Gift to mortals sent.

- Mary C. Shaw -

38 Edith Montgomery, "At Xmas Time," American ChildhoodXXV ( December, 1939), p. 39.
39Mary Shaw, "At Christmas," American Childhood, XXIV(December, 1938), 24.
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Ride A Cock Horse

Old Rhyme Traditional
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The children will be thrilled to imitate a rocking horse

with out the aid of this song. A soft tap of the Loot will

furnish a rhythmic background and give the sound of horses

hoots. Another good imitation of horses hoots is clapping

the hands while they are in a cupped position.

n -
i .-

L. B. ?itts, M. Glen, and L. E. Watters, "Ride A
Cock Horse," dTheL K rsarten Book, p. S2.
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Christmas Toys"
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Long Ago

Author Unknown Lilla Belle Pitts
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4L. B. Pitts, M. Glenn, and L.E. Watters, "Long Ago,"
Singinjg On Our Way, p. 84.
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The Mouse Who Saw Santa Claus

Nibble poked his little nose carefully out of the mouse-

hole and looked around. It was very dark in the living room

he listened; there was not a sound. It was safe to come out.

He wriggled himself through and stood up on his hind legs.

Then his little round twinkly mouse eyes lighted up with joy,

for THERE, standing in the corner, was the most WONDERFUL

CHRISTMAS TREE he had ever seen.

You see, Nibble was just a-very little mouse, and this

was his first Christmas, so he let out a squeeeeeel of joy.

He MUST run quickly and tell Mama Mouse to come quickly and

see it, He scurried back through the mouse-hole and was all

out of breath when he dashed into his house.

"Oh, Mama," he panted, "I've found something WONDERFUL

in the living room. It's a TREE all full of colored balls

that dance, and strings of shiny things. Come quick and seeQl"

Now Mrs. Mouse had seen many Christmas trees, and besides,

she was very busy mending. She smiled wisely at Nibble.

"Nibble, my son, that is a CHRISTMAS TREE, and this is

CHRISTMAS EVEX Everyone has gone to bed and soon Santa Claus

will come down the chimney and fill the stockings that are

hanging on the mantelpiece and put all sorts of presents under

the tree. He leaves candy and popcorn, too l"

3. D. Sloan, "The Mouse Who Saw Santa Claus," American
Childhood, XXXV (December, 1949(, 54-5.
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"Oh goody, goody," cried Nibble. "I love popcorn"

Then he wriggled through the mouse-hole again and stood

before the shimmering tree. It was moonlight outside and the

light through the window made the tinsel and silver stars

sparkle until they seemed to be winking at Nibble. He looked

at the stockings, hung in a row along the mantelpiece. There

were big ones, and little ones. What was it Mama Mouse had

said? Oh, yes, she said that Santa would put good things in

them when he came. Suddenly Nibble had an idea. Why couldntt

HE hang up his stocking, too? Back through the mouse-hole he

ran, and into his room. There, under his bed, were his tiny

shoes. He dove into the toe of one and brought out a tiny

stocking. He held it up and looked at it.

"Santa can't put much into it, but I'll hang it up just

the same," he said to himself.

In a few minutes he was in the living room. He ran up

the chair beside the fireplace and sat on the back of it4

Then he jumped up onto the mantelpiece and leaned over the

edge and hung his little stocking next to a big, big one.

Just as he was about to scramble down, he heard a NOISE1 He

hid behind a candlestick and kept very still. He trembled all

over with fright, for SOMEONE WAS COMING - not through the

DOOR - but DOWN THE CHIMNEY1 Nibble did not dare move. Not

even to twitch his whiskers. He hoped Santa would not see him.

Santa was all dressed in red, with white fur to keep him

warm, and there was a little bell on the end of his cap which



jingled as he bent over and opened his pack. It was just

bursting with dolls and trains and airplanes and balls and

everything to make girls and boys happy. Nibble wondered if

he had any toys for little mice.

"Ho, hum, " said Santa aloud, and Nibble jumped with

fright. The red candle in the candlestick swayed and he was

afraid it might fall out and make a noise. Then Santa would

see him and goodness knows what might happen. Soon there were

all sorts of wonderful things under the tree.

"Now to fill the stockings," laughed Santa to himself.

Nibble was so excited, but he did not move.

Santa put all kinds of surprises in the stockings. He

filled them so full that they bulged all out of shape. Then

he saw Nibble's stocking.

"Bless my mittens, I almost missed this onel" He stood

for a minute and pulled at his whiskers as he thought of what

to put in it. Nibble was not afraid of Santa any more. He

was such a jolly little man with kind blue eyes and rosy

cheeks and a happy smile. Nibble decided then and there to

speak to him.

-A "Santa!" he squeaked.

But Santa never heard him, for at that moment he picked

up his pack and was up the chimney and away.

Nibble ran across the mantle to where his little stocking

hung. There was SOMETHING IN ITI He put his paw down and -

what do you think he found? You guessed A PIECE OF CHEESE!
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Good old Santa had known it was HIS stocking all along.

Back through the mouse-hole he ran, and proudly held up his

piece of cheese.

"Nibble - where did you get that CHEESE?" scolded Mama

Mouse. "Haven't I told you NEVER to take it from a trap?

Your Father met his fate doing that."

I DIDN'T - I didn't, Mama," said Nibble. "Santa Claus

left it for me in my stocking. I SAW himl"

His Mama did not believe him; in fact, none of his friends

did. And if you don't believe it either, just stop him the

next time you see him, and he will sit up straight, twitch his

whiskers and say, "I'm the mouse who saw Santa Claus i"



UNIT IV

HOT AND COLD LANDS
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The Snow Man 4

Once there was a Snow Man
Stood outside the door.
Thought he'd like to come inside
And run around the floor;
Thought he'd like to warm himself
By firelight red,
Thought he'd like to climb
Upon the big white bed; -
So he called the North Wind,
"Help me now I pray,
I'm completely frozen
Standing here all day.
So the North Wind came along
And blew him in the door -
Now there's nothing left of him
But a puddle on the floor.

- Author Unknown

Northern Lights45

Sometimes throughout November
Come fires in the sky,

That flame and flare - now very low,
Then suddenly, blaze high.

Jack Frost must use huge torches
To light November nights lWavering, leaping, glowing -
Those brillant Northern Lights I

- Agnes Choate Wonson -

Ward, .. cit., pp. 88-9.

hd Agnes Choate Wonson, "Northern Lights,"t American Child-hood, XXXIII (November, 1947), 51.



I'm Glad It's Snowing&6

Children's Chant
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The Snowman&
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L. B. Pitts, M. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, "I'm Glad
It's Snowing," The Kindergarten Book, p. 101.

47
Ibid., "The Snowman,."
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The Eskimo Hunter

Traditional
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The rhythmic activities of a study of this nature are

limited only by the imagination of the children and teacher.
Listed below are a few suggestions which could be used with
or without musical accompaniment; mushing through the snow,
driving a dog team, crawling into an igloo, throwing the
dart at fish, bringing in a reindeer, or building an igloo.

A complete story can be formulated by combining these iso-
lated activities with suggestions from the students.
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Alaskan Adventure4 8

Billy Bergen gripped the sides of the broad reindeer

sled as it sped over the snow-covered tundra.

The boy was visiting his father, who was supervisor for

the government reindeer herd at Wales, Alaska. Billy and

Kitook, a young Eskimo friend, had been sent by Allockeok,

the hearder, for a load of driftwood to bubn in the stove.

The boys sat back to back, enjoying the white panorama

that spread out around them as on and on they rode, Kitook

driving the two fleet-footed reindeer. All was still except

for the occasional bark of a white fox. Now and then a great

snow owl would lift itself lazily into the air.

Suddenly, without a second's warning, the reindeer, ap-

parently frightened, shot forward. Billy ducked his head to

avoid being hit by the chunks of hardpacked snow thrown from

their hoofs.

"What's wrong with the reindeer?" he asked.

"Wolf there." Kitook pointed to a ridge where gaunt,

gray wolves were racing down a slope toward them. "Wolves,

very bad. Wanna eat reindeer think me," he explained.

"ArenIt we going the wrong way?" Billy asked anxiously.

"Why don't you pull on the rope, Kitook, and make them stop?"

"Jerk on rope - reindeer go faster," replied Kitook.

Roy J. Snell, "Alaskan Adventure," Children's, Activities,
XXXI (February, 1947), 4, 5, and 40.
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"Trained to do this. Must run 'til get tired."

On and on the terrified animals raced. It seemed that
any moment the boys would be thrown from the sled.

"Could we jump off and walk back to the camp?" Billy

shouted.

"Long way home," Kitook replied. "3y-and-by come dark.

Then maybe wolf find reindeer. Eat 'em up. Very bad this,"

The deer were the finest in the heard. They had been

entrusted to the boys' care. And it was up to them to bring

the animals safely home. Billy knew this.

"We'll stick with them" he said stoutly.

"Think me so," agreed Kitook.

So they sped on. A snowshoe rabbit bounded away before

them. Another white owl rose slowly into the air.

All at once the sled bumped over the first roll of land

that told the boys they were leaving the tundra. It shot into

the air, came down with a jolt, and plowed" into a second ridge.

The fourth ridge it took on one runner; the fifth, on the other.

Now Kitook was pulling hard on one line. "Pull!, Pull!,"

he panted to Billy.

Gripping the end of the line, Billy also pulled with all

his strength. This brought the deer round in a right swing.

Then the white boy realized that was being done. At the foot

of the ridge and off to the right was a thick clump of small

willows. If the reindeer could be driven headlong into these

willows, they would have to stop!
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"The reindeer will be hurt L" Billy cried.

"No, me. Not hurt. Plenty of leaves on willows," Kitook

replied, "Pull very hard"

Billy pulled. Still going like the wind, the reindeer

sped down the ridge and plunged blindly into the brush, reared,

and came down in a heap. Panting, they lay where they fell.

"Are they hurt?" Billy asked in dismay.

"No, me. Tired. Wind knocked out," answered Kitook as

he leashed the lines tightly to a stout willow.

Billy rose slowly, pretty much shaken up. They had made

a crash landing, that was certain.

"Hurt?" Kittok asked.

"Not much," Billy replied. "A little bump, that's all. "

He pulled off his squirrel-skin cap and rubbed his head.

"Now deer rest," remarked Kitook. "Now we rest, "too.

"What a ride that wasP' Billy said with a sigh.

"Reindeer be all right," Kitook said. "Always go home

good, these reindeer. Tomorrow we get wood."

Billy was glad enough to draw his warm fur parka closely

about him and lie down to rest for a minutes. But this did

not last long, for suddenly Kitook spoke. "Look, look."

Billy's eyes followed the direction that the other boy

pointed. "Caribout" he exclaimed.

"Eh, ehl Three caribou;xa mother and two young ones,"

Kitook said.

It was a rare sight that met their gaze. A mother caribou
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stood at the crest of a low ridge. Below her in the shadow
of a big rock were two fawns, The mother was acting strangely.
First she stood stamping in the snow with one foot. Then
rearing, she brought both forefeet down hard. As if obeying
her command, the fawns lay down on the hardpacked snow under
the rock. And the mother, seemingly satisfied, trotted off.

"Hide fawns. Not see us," Kitook whispered. "Wanna

find reindeer moss, maybe. Maybe afraid of something."

"Is she afraid of wolves, do you think? Billy asked.

"Maybe yes," was the other boy's reply.

"Suppose a wolf comes here" Bill$ cried.

"Not come here," Kitook reassured him. "Wolf always a
coward. 'Fraid of man."

To Billy this bit of wold-life drama seemed very strange.
But to Kitook, who had. been born in the wilds, it was just one
more incident.

Keeping his eyes on his reindeer, Kitook waited.

"Will the mother caribou come back?" Billy asked.

"Maybe, yet." Still Kitook listened. At last there was

an eerie, long-drawn wail.

"Wolf calls. More wolf come," he said. He stood up,
ready for action. Soon there were other wolf howls. These
were followed by sharp ki-yi-yi's. "See something, these

wolves. You watch reindeer. I come back quick."

With soft, rapid footsteps he made his way to the crest

of the ridge as the sharp ki yis of the animals continued.
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All of a sudden the distant howls charged into snarls
like those of fighting dogs.

Soon Kitook returned. There was a serious look on his
face.

"Mother caribou gone," he said. "Not come back."

"The wolves have caught her 1" Billy exclaimed. "What
about the fawns?"

"Wolves get them tonight unless we catch them" Kitook
answered. "Might lasso them. Make them safe. Could do."

Uncoiling the rawhide rope that hung at his belt, he
told Billy to go quietly around the ridge and come up behind
the fawns. Kitook waited in the shadow. If the fawns should
come out into the open, he would try to rope them.

Soon Billy was on the far side of the ridge. Edging
silently along, he came to the shadow of the rock. A pair of
dark eyes watched him now. One of the fawns had seen him.
Lifting its head, it half rose; then it sat there, ears for-
ward, body alert, ready to spring. As Billy, on hands and
knees, crept toward the fawn, it rose to its feet; and looking
backward over its shoulder, leaped away.

"How graceful it is 1" Billy thought. "The wolves must
not get the beautiful fawns '

Now the second one was on the move. Billy followed.

Then, quick as a flash, there came the snap of a rope,
and one of the fawns was caught fast in Kitook's lasso. The
other was far away by this time.



Billy helped Kitook carefully bind the captured fawn's

legs together and lay it gently under the rock.

"The other one got away," Billy said sadly, "The

wolves will find it."

"No, me," said Kitook, "It not go far. It come back,"
He led Billy to a sp ot some distance from the rock.

The two watched eagerly for the fawn to return.

Before long it did come back, as Kitook had said. It
circled wide, then came closer to its captured twin.

Would it come near enough for Kitook to lasso it, too?
Billy hoped with all his heart that it would. In the rein-
deer corral at camp it would be safe. Alone in the wilds it
would easily fall a prey to the hungry wolves.

"Nowl" Kitook whispered as he again uncoiled his rope.
Creeping through the darkening shadows, he moved gently

toward the two fawns - one captive and one still free. The
next instant the young Eskimo was on his feet. His rope sang
through the air. The fawn leaped; the lasso found its mark.

A few minutes later, with the two fawns carefully bound
to the sled, the boys started back to camp through the night.

"It will soon be dark," Billy said.

"Not too dark." And Kitook pointed to the moon, which
was already taking on a touch of gold. "Reindeer know way

home, All right now."

What Kitook said was true. Finding their way easily, the
reindeer crack-cracked homeward as the moon cast deeper and
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deeper shadows on the snow.

At last something big and dark loomed before the boys.
It was the deer corral, with the reindeer herd behind a brush
wall, It was now only a short distance to camp

Soon Billy and Kitook were sitting beside a glowing camp
stove, drinking tea and eating pilot biscuits as they told
their story.

"You did well," said the herder. "You got no wood, but
there is enough until tomorrow. We have a doe who lost a
fawn. She will make a fine mother for these wild ones. You
have brought good luck to the herd."

Mr. Bergen told the boys they could have the two caribou
for their own. The boys looked at each other in astonishment.
They never thought of this. All they were trying to do was
save the helpless fawns.

"Tomorrow we get driftwood," Kitook said.

"Yes, tomorrowV" said Billy.

W 'W4
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Camels

When you see me
At the Zoo,
You may wonder
What camels do:

We walk miles
On the desert sand,
And we often join
A car-a-can:

Now a car-a-van
Is a camel parade
We have plenty of sun,
But no lemonade:

A car-a-van
On the desert, at night,
Is, indeed,
A beautiful sight:

We carry tents
And things to eat
And if we have water
Well, that's a real treat:

Now it seems strange
When you come to think
That camels go days
Without even a drink:

But every so often
An o-a-sis we see,
Then we stop to rest
And drink water - not tea.

M Mae Taylor Krouse -

49May Taylor Krouse, "Camels," American Childhood, XXIX
(June, 194), 26.
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Playing in the Sun5o

L.A. Garnett French Folk Tune
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LB. Ptt, M. Glenn, and L. E. Watters, Playing in
the Sun," Singing On Our Way, p. i o6
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Donkey Music5
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.Armitage, P. Dykema, and G. Pitcher, "Donkey Music'."
Our Songs, p. lip?.

5 2 Ibid., "Spanish Dance," p. 110.
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Sancho and His Stubborn Mule5 3

Sancho lived on a small rancho in Mexico. Every day he
helped his father with the farm work.

Now Sancho had a mule named Pronto. Like most mules,

Pronto was very, very stubborn. When Sancho wanted him to
go, Pronto stood still. And Sancho wanted him to stop, Pronto
kept right on going.

One day, Sancho had to take a load of gourds to the store

in the village. The storekeeper made cups, bowls, spoons and
other things out of them. Sancho loaded the gourds on Pronto's

back and added a bunch of hay for the mule's dinner. They

started out for the Village.

As soon as they reached the road to the village, Pronto

stopped. He would not budge.

"Pronto, you old mule, move on, " said Sancho. Pronto

wiggled his long ears.

"Pronto, you son of a mule, move on." Pronto twitched

his soft nose.,

"Pronto, if you do not move on, I am going to beat you."

Pronto lifted his head high and let out a bray that could

have been heard ten miles away. "Hee-hawl"

"Pronto, what am I going to do with you? We shall never
get to the village this way. Father will be very angry with

53Mark Keats, Sancho and His Stubborn Mule.
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us." Pronto just shook his head.

"You are a stubborn old mule, and this time I am really

going to beat you. Pronto, let's go." But they did not go.

So Sancho picked up a long stick and whacked Pronto.
Pronto wiggled his long ears and let out three long brays

that could have been heard thirty miles away.

"Hee-haw I Hee4hawj Hee-hawl"

"Please forgive me for hitting you, Pronto. I am indeed
sorry, but we must get to the village," Pronto did not move,

Sancho took off his big sombrero and scratched his head.

He thought and thought until he had an idea. He put his som-
brero on his head and began to push. Pronto did not budge an
inch. Sancho pushed so hard that the upper part of Pronto
moved forward. But his hoofs stayed in the same place.

Then Sancho remembered part of a story his grandfather

once told him about mules. He took down a wisp of hay and
gave it to Pronto. The mule grabbed the hay with his lips

and teeth and began to chew it, His jaws moved quite fast,
but his hoof stayed in the same place.

"Pronto, I am getting very angry. We must get to the
village, so I shall give you one more chance. Let us go."

Pronto switched his tail.

Then Sancho remembered the rest of his grandfather's

story. He wound a piece of string around another wisp of hay
and tied it to one edd of his stick. Then he tied the stick
to the mule's saddle. The hay dangled about a foot in front
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of Pronto's mouth.

Pronto tried to grasp the hay with his lips. He could

not reach it, so he took a step forward. But the hay moved

ahead of him0 Then Pronto took another step forward. He

was walking

"That is a good mule," said Sancho. "Now we shall get

to the village."

Pronto walked very fast trying to catch up with the hay.

But he could not quite reach it.

In thiswway, they finally came to the village. Sancho

stopped Pronto by cutting down the hay and letting him eat it.

Sancho delivered the gourds to the store keeper.

Then Sancho tied another wisp of hay to the end of the

stick, turned Pronto toward hom, and away they went. Pronto

moved so fast trying to keep up with the hay that Sancho had

to run to keep up with him.

In this way they got back to the rancho long before

Sancho's father expected them.

Again Sancho cut down the hay and gave it to Pronto,

who shut his eyes and chewed it with the greatest of pleasure.

And that is how little Sancho made the great big stubborn

mule, Pronto, do something he did not want to do.



UNIT V

HEALTH AN) SAFETY



Child Health Day54

On the very first day of May
We celebrate a CHILI) HEALTH DAY.
It's a fine time to review
ALL the habits good for youl
For growing stronger every day,
Begin these health rules to obey:
Be sure to keep your body clean
With frequent baths; and in between,
Do wash your hands before you eat.
Take real pride in looking neat:
Brush your teeth at morn and night
To have a smile both clean and bright.
Nearly comb and brush your hair,
And be sure the clothes you wear
Are so clean and neatly pressed
You cannot fail to look well dressed.
Drink a quart of milk each day,
For milk guards teeth against decay,
Eat every part of every meal;
A balanced diet makes you feel
Strong and healthy. Water, too,
Between your meals is good for you,
As are fresh air and exercise.
Surely you must realize
All these things will help you grow
Healthy in mind and body; so
Begin these health rules to obey
On this important CHILD HEALTH DAY.

- Carmen Lagos Signes -

. L. Signs, "Child Health Day," The Instructor, LII
(may, 1943),o k2.
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Politeness55

Once a nice brown caterpillar
Started out to take a walk;
And he met a crabby rooster
Who was not inclined to talk.

Said the friendly caterpillar,
"Mister Rooster, howdy do,"
And the rooster answered crossly,
"Now Just what is that to you?"

"Oh," replied the caterpillar,"I am sure I meant no harm,
We are having lovely weather,
Thought it's just a trifle warm."

But the rooster walked on by him,With his tail up in the air. .
Thought the little caterpillar,
Surely he is not quite fair.

Just then the rooster met a hen,
In lovely gown of red;And spoke to her politely, butShe only sniffed and fled.

So the friendly caterpillar
Sitting on a leaf to rest
Thought in kindly contemplation
That politeness pays the best.

- Sheila Stinson -

55 Sheila Stinson, "Politeness," American Childhood,XXXII, !November, 1946), 19.
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Drink Your Milk57

Adapted French Folk Tune

Fig. 31

Many progressive Schools are providing a ten minute
period in the middle of the morning for eating. The students
are encouraged to bring milk or fruit. Does this not seem
like a Line opportunity for rhythmic activities ? Even when
the napkins are being passed to the children or when they are
cleaning up the trash afterwards will give a Line motivation
Lor rhythmic experiences.

575kL. B, Pitts, M. Glennand L. E. Watters, "Drink YourMilk," The KinderartnBop33
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The Adventures of Jimmy Germ58

Jimmy Germ was very tiny. Even if you tried hard, you
couldn't see him. You could see him only through a strong
microscope. You wouldn't even know he was around, he and all
his millions of relatives.

Jimmy liked hot, dirty, stuffy places. He was afraid of
fresh air and sunlight because they would kill him.

Jimmy and all his cousins, uncles, aunts, grandparents,
and great-grandparents were living inside of Michael. They
made life miserable for poor Michael. They made his head
ache. They tickled his nose and made him sneeze. And they
had such fun doing it!

Poor Michael! He didn't feel like going to school, but
he did not want to miss many nice things. So he and Jimmy
Germ and all Jimmy's relatives went to school.

Michael's schoolroom was crowded with children. It was
a cool day and the windows were shut tight and the shades
drawn. Jimmy Germ could feel it was stuffy in the room.

"I want to see what his place looks like," said Jimmy to
himself. So he traveled to Michael's nose and tickled it un-
tilsMichael sneezed. Jimmy made him sneeze so suddenly that
he didn't have a chance to get out his hanky. And "Ker-chool"

Out came Jimmy Germ and some of his relatives.

50SOViolette Sombathy, "The Adventures of Jimmy Germ," TheGrad Teche, LXVI (December, 1j, 26. and 90.
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Little Jane sat next to Michael, so Jimmy floated into
Jane's nose through the hot stuffy air.

Jane was tired. She had not been getting enough sleep
and she did not keep from people who had colds.

Jimmy rested quietly awhile inside Jane. Then he looked
around him. (Tired Janet Sleep Janet Jane who needed good
fresh airt)

"Just the place for me," thought Jimmy. He got to work
fast. Soon Jane's throat was scratchy. Then her nose got
sniffly. She coughed. Oh dear! iShe didn't cover her mouth!
Out flew Jimmy Germ right onto a book on Jane's desk.

"Well, wellI" said Jimmy, "maybe I can read while I am
waiting for something else to happen."

But Jimmy Germ didn't have long to wait. Along came
Polly to borrow Jane's book. Away went Jimmy for a ride. Oh,
but not on the book. There he was on Polly's finger!

"I will hold on tightly. Maybe I can find a way to get
inside of Polly," he thought.

And Jimmy Germ did get in because poor Polly forgot to
wash her hands before lunch. Popt in went Jimmy - right into
Polly's mouth, along with her bite of bread. Jimmy was happy
again, but not Polly! After awhile she began to sniffle and

cough.

But now let's leave Jimmy Germ and Polly and find out
what happened to Jimmy's relatives after Michael sneezed.

Uncle Gerry Germ landed on a pencil on Joan's desk. When
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Joan couldn't think of the arithmetic answer, in went the
pencil into her mouth. And in went Uncle Gerry Germ to start
his work.

Aunt Jean Germ was sneezed onto Mary's finger, Bye and
bye Mary forgot. She sucked her finger and in went Aunt Jean
into Mary's mouth,

At lunch Mary took a bite of nice sweet apple. Then she
gave it to Joan for a bite, Aunt Jean Germ took a trip on
board the bite of apple and there she was inside of Joan.

"It's a good thing I left :Baby Jean Germ inside Mary,"
said Aunt Jean, as she got busy in her new home,

By the time the bell rang at three o'clock, Michael felt
very sick for, you see, he still had many cold germs left in-
side him, Michael walked slowly home with his brother. He
complained about his cold, All of a sudden, Michael's brother
Harry needed a hanky in a hurry, but he couldn't find his,

"Let me use your handkerchief, Michael," Harry said,
Michael gave Harry the hanky, It was so full of cold

germs by now that you could not count them. And in a minute
there they all were - inside poor little Harry.

Now you remember that Jimmy Germ was inside Polly. He
was having a fine time until Polly started to walk home. Jimmy
did not like the clean, pure air Polly was breathing. No, not
at all, He felt better when Polly got into her own warm house,
But when Pollyls mother saw that Polly was getting a cold,
she made Polly go to bed and rest. She gave her water and
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nice fresh fruit juice to drink.

"I'd like to find a way to get out of here," thought Jim--
my Germ. He wasn't happy a bit, so he waited and waited.

But Polly always covered her mouth and nose when she
coughed or sneezed. And anyway, there was no one else around
to breath in Jimmy.

The next day Polly stayed home from school and rested on
the porch in the fresh air and sunlight,

"Dear me," grumbled Jimmy Germ, "I am getting weaker and
weaker. I must leave here."

Jimmy Germ prepared for a sneeze trip out of Polly, but
Polly was ready for him. When Jimmy made her sneeze, Polly
caught him in a paper handkerchief. And the handkerchief
went into a paper bag.

Jimmy Germ did not mind too much at first. He began to
plan his next adventure. Suddenly he felt himself being car-
ried. Then he was put down. He heard a door shut. Bang!
Soon Jimmy Gen got hotter and hotter. He saw flames all
around him. So that was it. He was in a furnace. Then he
knew that the end of Jimmy Germ had come.



Safe Cycling59

Traffic rules good bikers learn;
Always signal on a turn;
Don't expect the right of way;
Green light, GO. But red light, SAy,Don't ride double; use good sense
And avoid all accidents.

Check your wheel, and - listen, youlTricks are risky! They're taboo.
Arms and legs are better whole-
Speeders take an awful toll.
Think about your precious bones;
Doctor bills aren't paid with groans.
Roads are skiddy? Don't go fast.Use good judgment, first and last.Cycling can be loads of funt
Make it safe for everyone,
Eyes front, fellow! Watch the roadRight side - that's the cycler's code.

Watch for bumps, and dodge a spill;Don't try passing on a hill;
'Ware of wobbles! Steer 'er straight
In a hurry? Better wait.
If you're riding out at night,
Never start without a light.

- Ruby Denton -

59M ay& De on $ "Safe Cycling ,ch
(May 19 ,Deton "Sfe yclng," Aerican Childhood., XXV
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My Policeman 6

He is always standing there
At the corner of the Sqyare;
He is very big and fine
And his silver buttons shine,

All the carts and taxis do
Everything he tells them to,
And the little errand-boys
When they pass him make no noise,

Though I seem so very small
I am not afraid at all;
He and I are friends, you see,
And he always smiles at me,

Once I wasn't very good
Rather near to where he stood,
But he never said a word
Though I'm sure he must have heard,

James Reynolds

The Sage Way61

When I get through playing,
I always do my best

To get my toys put away
In my treasure chest,

For then I know just where they are,
And no one needs to grumble

Over toys round about
On which they step or stumble.

The frisky pup can't chew them up,
When he wants to play,

When in the chest they're neatly placed,
And safely put away.

Beulah Williams Allen -

J. Reynolds, Modern Poetry for Children, p. 59.
6lBeulah W. Allen, "The Safe Way," American Childhood,

XXXV (March, 195), 49.
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The Red Racer6 &

All the wee people in the tiny village were upset and
worried. They were having serious trouble. Some one was
speeding. Of course, it wasn't one of their own villagers.
None of them was so foolish as to drive too fast in his wee
car. It was an oursider who was causing all the trouble - a
red squirrel with a bushy tail.

This red squirrel went scampering through the woods at a
great rate. Lately he had run straight through the tiny town4
The first time every one was taken by surprise. The tiny
people scrambled out of his way as quickly as they could and
stood huddled together on the street corners, The tiny po-
liceman was knocked from his traffic box to the road. The of-
ficer sat for a moment in the middle of the tiny square looking
about him. His Stop and Go signs lay crumpled and broken be-

side him.

The tiny policeman picked himself up and the people came
about him asking questions. Some had not even seen clearly
what had gone through the square so fast. The policeman was
angry. He waved his hands. He blew his shrill whistle for
the crowd to leave and soon the square was cleared. Then he
walked around the little square many times, frowning.

After his fourth trip around the square he saw a Brownie

6 ,argaret Wise Brooks, "The Red Racerp" American Child-hood., 22111 (April, 1936), 37-8.
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riding toward him on a shining grasshopper.

"Ahl" he said to himself. "Now we'll fix that red one."

As the grasshopper came nearer he called, "Good morning,
Inspector. I have been wishing you would come this way."

"Is that so?" said the Brownie. "My green grasshopper
must have heard your wishes. He refused to go in any other
direction. So here we are. What can we do for you? You
look troubled this morning."

Then the tiny policeman told the Brownie Inspector about
the red speeder.

When he had finished the Brownie also frowned. "M-m-m,
that will never do," he muttered.

"I shall say noto" agreed the officer. "That red streak
of a squirrel will run over us and our children, tip over our
automobiles, and ruin our lovely village if he's not stopped."

"Well," said the Brownie, "can't you stop him? You

didn't see him coming this morning, but you'll be watching for
him now. I'm sure you can handle him."

The officer was silent for a while. Then he said slowly,
"I am not sure. I don't think squirrels can read signs.

However, I will do my best. Something must be done."

The Brownie Inspector leaned from his green grasshopper

and patted the tiny policeman on the back. "That's fine, Of-

ficer. You are a brave policeman. I never worry about the

tiny village when I know you are on duty."

The tiny officer stood as tall as he could with pride.



"Thank you, Inspector. I will do my best to do my duty

and protect the peoply of Tiny Town."

The Brownie touched his green grasshopper with the blade

of grass which he used for a whip, and away they went.

The policeman strutted about the square feeling very much

pleased with himself. He was almost anxious for the squirrel

to come that way again.

He didn't have long to wait. Just as it came time for

the children to leave school that afternoon, the policeman

climbed into his traffic box. He grasped his Stop Sign quickly.

Toward the curb he went; he always helped the children.

The dismissal bell rang. The tiny boys and girls left

the wee school building and marched to the sidewalk. There

were no cars in sight but they stood on the corner waiting for

the signal to cross. At that minute the policeman saw the red

racer coming from the forest toward the village. His bushy

tail was swishing from side to side. He was chattering gaily.

The officer held up his Stop sign, but the red rascal

kept on running. The children remained on the sidewalk.

With a great swish of his tail, the red squirrel passed

them. The officer blew his whistle, but the squirre did not

stop. Instead he leaped into the air, landed gracefully in

a tree above the square and disappeared.

For a moment all gazed at the spot where the squirrel had

been. The dust rolled in clouds. The policeman's face was

red. He was angry with the squirrel for his disobedience.
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The tiny children waited on the sidewalk until the of-

ficer held up the Go sign for them to cross. The officer called

for them to stay at home in their own back yards.

After the children had gone the policeman kept a close

watch, but not another glimpse did he get of the squirrel.

Toward evening the Brownie Inspector rode again into the

square. "Well, Officer have you caught the red speeder yet?"

The policeman shook his head slowly and answered, "No,

sir, he can't read signs I guess. He never stopped to look

or listen. He leaped up into that tree and disappeared."

"I think your whistle may scare him," the Brownie said.

"Perhaps he won't come this way again."

"Let us hope not," said the policeman.

The next morning the teacher stopped on her way to school

to talk with the policeman about the red squirrel. She

said, "If he can't read signs, perhaps he can tell colors.

Almost anyone knows that red means danger. All of us should

learn that green means go, red means stop, and yellow mean to

wait,"

"That is a good idea," the policeman said. "I'll try it."

"I know the children will make some large colored circles

for you," said the teacher.

"Thank you, that would be fine," answered the policeman.

That morning the children colored bright circles for the

policeman. At noon they took them to the policeman and he

used them in the square. He found they were very good.
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But that afternoon he discovered that the red squirrel
would not pay any attention to colored signals wibh the tiny
policeman held up. The red racer didn't even glance a them.

By evening the officer was tired out, He had walked all
day long trying to think of a plan to trap the squirrel. At
last he trudged home very much discouraged and upset.

That night his sleep was disturbed by dreams.. There were
red squirrels racing around his bed. There were tiny tots
scrambling out of the red rascal's way. Then he saw a squirrel
danching around a huge pile of nuts.

At once the officer awakened. He scrambled out of bed
and into his clothes. The moonlight showed a broad grin on
his face. He hurried to a smooth white wishing stone at the
edge of the town. There he seated himself and made a wish.
The fairies granted all good wishes to those wishing while
they sat on this stone. Then he returned home and slept.

Next morning he strolled to the edge of town to look.
Something made him smile. There was the red squirrel. And
there also was a great keap of acorns. The squirrel was no
longer a red racer. He was tucking the nuts in his cheeks and
carrying them to his storehouse.

The policeman went back to his square walking as straight
as a soldier. Now the people were safe. The wall of nuts
would keep the red squirrel busy just outside the villate and
besides, he would be too busy to do much speeding.

Later in the day the Brownie Inspector stopped his shiny
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green grasshopper in the tiny square. "Good morning, Officer,"
he said. "How is everything this fine day?"

"Everything is just perfect," the officer replied.
"Catch your speeder yet?" the Brownie asked.
"No, not exactly, Inspector, but I think he will not

trouble us again. Did you notice anything different outside
the town?"

"Yes, I was going to ask you about that. Why are all
those nuts piled around the edge of the village?"

In answer the policeman told about his dream and the plan
that had come to him, The Inspector smiled as he listened.
When the story was finished the Inspector said, "That is an
excellent way to take care of your speeder. You are not only
a brave policeman, but a very clever one. I'm sure the tiny
people will want to reward you for your good work."

"My job is to protect the people of the village. I do
not want to be rewarded for doing my duty, All I want is the
people to obey my signals and rules. A safe town is the best
reward I could possibly have."

The tiny people did reward the officer when they heard the
story by giving him three beautiful gold stripes to be worn
on his sleeve.

My1 he was proud of them.



UNIT VI

SPRING FESTIVAL
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SPriagtime Hello65

Springtime is "hello" time.
This I know is true,

For all the buds and flowers
Nod "How do you do,"

And every bird is chirruping
In a brand-new cheery way,With "Hello, friends and neighbors,
How are you today?"

I feel so very friendly
When spring things start to grow;To every little newborn thing,
My heart calls out "Hello.i

- Solveig Paulson Russell -

The Mockingbird66

The mocking bird is the talkingest birdThat ever you'll meet in the month of May.He teeters and tauters high in the tree.,
And he talks all night and he talks all day.He hardly ever has time to sing
Because of having so much to say.

Sometimes he's fussy and full of worry(Oh much too busy to think of a song);
And then it's, "Hurry, now hurry, now hurryTen-thirty, ten-thirty, ten-thirty, ten-thirty I"Sometimes, it "Hurry, now hurry, now hurry,Now hurry, now hurry," the whole day longi

Sometimes he shouts in a rowdy tone:
"Hey, you, come here Hey, you, come here !"Sometimes he talks to himself alone:"Chip-chip..Chur-r, chur-r,,chip-chip..chur-r, chur-r."And ends with an odd little grating sound.

And a singer, too, as beautiful
As ever you'll hear in the month of May,Carolling loud from the top of a tree.But he talks all night and he talks all day.He hardly ever has time to singBecause of having so much to sayt

- Marjorie Barrows -

S. P. Russell, "Springtime Hello," The InstructorLII (May, 1943), 42,-
66

M. Barrows, "The Mockingbird," Two Hundred Best Poemsf or B and Girls, p. 15.
"ammmm"-
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The crocus had slept in his little round house
So soundly the whole winter through;There came aRtap-tapping , - 'twas Spring at the door:"Up!I up' We are waiting for yoult rg tte or

The crocus peeped out from his little brown houseAnd nodded his gay little head;"Good-orning, Miss Snowdrop Iand how do you doThis tine chilly morning?" he said,

- Sarah J. Day -

The Pot of Yellow Crocuses68

I put them beside my bed at nightAs close as I could on a chair.
Each one shone like a little light.
Five. They were all still there.

But when in the morning I opened my eyesAnd remembered them with a burst,
They were closed up tight, it was a surprise,My being awake the first.

Daitthy Aldis -

Thistle Seed69
Thistle-seed, thistle-seed,
Fly away, fly I
The hair on your body
Will take you up high
Let the wind whirl you
Around and around
You'll not hurt yourself
When you fall to the ground.

Miriam B. Huber and others, The Poetry Book I, p. 91
6 borothy Aldis, Before Thins Happen, p. 81.
69Winifred Louise Ward, kin with Children, P. 34.......--.. fp 3



The Elf and the Dormouse 7 0

Under a toadstool
Crept a wee Elf,

Out of the rain,
To shelter himself.

Under the toadstool
Sound asleep,

Sat a big Dormouse
All in a heap.

Trembled the wee Elf,
Frightened, and yet

Fearing to fly away
Lest he get wet.

To the next shelter, .
Maybe a mile!

Sudden the wee Elf
Smiled a wee smile.

Tugged till the toadstool
Toppled in two

Holding it over him,
Gayly he flew.

Soon he was home,
Dry as could be.

Soon woke the Dormouse -
"Good gracious melot"

"Where is my toadstool?"
Loud he lamented

-- And that's how umbrellas
First were invented.

Oliver Herford

70 idp. 35



Wind Mischief71

A puffety wind came out of the skyAnd blew my comical kite on high
It spun the wind mills round and roundTo a squeaking, creaking, rhythmic sound,
On the Monday line, our shirts and pantsDid a rollicking, frolicking springtime danceAnd the little boats on the lake near townLike balls went bouncing up and down.
On the winds, a frivolous elf who goesAbout the country side and blows
And in spite of the mischievous pranks he plays,We will always loudly sing his praise.
For willing we find him, whenever we ask,His strong right arm to perform a task,And to his whistling, whimsical songThe Way of the universe moves along.

-tMarguerite Gode -

A Little Bug Went Walking7 2

Once upon a time a little bug went walking, walking,
walking, walking, when a rain shower came; so he ran, ran,
ran1 ran, ran, ran, ran, ran, Then, Bang I some thunder
came, Bang& But he was at his home; so he went in and
listened to the rain go pitter-patter, pitter-patter, pitter-
patter, Then the rain stopped; the sun came out and there
was a rainbow; so the little bug skipped, and skipped, and
skipped all the rest of the day.

7XMarguerjte Gode, "Wind Mischief," American Childhood,XXXV,, (November, 199), 25
7 2Ward, pa. cit., p. 32,
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Over in the Meadow 7 3

Appalachian Folk Song
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Nancy Turner It a Spring' 4
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The Nest in the Apple Tree75

Tweedles was a baby robin, He lived with his brothers,
Chirp and Cheep, in a cozy nest in an old apple tree. Father
and Mother Robin fed their children and sang to them morning
and night, And Tweedles would have been very happy if it had
not been for one thing.

"This nest has become too crowded for all of us," he com-
plained to himself one day. "I'm tired of being pushed around
by my brothers. Something will have to be done about it."

One bright summer morning something was done about itl
Father and Mother Robin had flown away to look for breakfast
for their babies. Tweedles awoke just in time to see Chirp
climb onto the edge of the nest.

"I am going to fly down to that nice green grass and
find a wormo" Chirp told his brothers.

Tweedles' heart went thumpety-thumpz

"If Chirp flies away, I shall have more room," he said
to himself.

"Can you fly?" Tweedles asked excitedly.
"Flying is easy," Chirp replied. "All you have to do is

to flap your wings."

"Why don't you flap them, then?" suggested Tweedles.
Chirp flapped his wings, but nothing happened.
"Flap them harder ." Tweedles urged.

N O- - -. .-.---.
7RhodaWhatt Woodstock, "The Nest in the Apple TChildren's Activities, XIII (June, 1947)p 18,
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Chirp flapped them harder.

"Now," Chirp told his brothers, "YOU stretch out your
head like this."

He stretched out his head, but nothing happened.
"Stretch it out farther," Tweedles suggested0
So Chirp flapped his wings very hard and stretched out

his head as far as Possible. Then he went flying
"I'm flying1" he squawked,

And away he went among the branches.

"Flying is easy" he called back,

But just then he forgot to flap his wings. And he went
down, down, down

"Helpi" squawked Chirp. "Help I "

At last one of his wings caught on a bush; and he landed
in the soft grass, quite out of breath. He lay very still so
that no one would know he was there,

When Tweedles saw that Chirp wasn't hurt, he settled down
comfortable ifL the place where he and Cheep were left, He
fluffed his feathers, and his eyes gleamed,

"This is better," he said to himself. "Now there is more
room in the nest."

"Isn't Chirp a smart robin?" Cheep said. "He can fly
almost as well as our father and mother. I am going to fly,
too t"

Tweedles' heart went thumpetythump.

"If Cheep flies away, I'll have room," he thought.



He watched Cheep balance himself in the nest and look
up at the beautiful blue sky,

"I donut believe you can fly," Tweedles told his brother.
Cheep tossed his gawky little head, "Oh, yesl I can fly

higher than Chirp 1" he said. And he began to flap his wings.
"Ilap them harder I" Tweedles urged.

Cheep flapped his wings harder, but nothing happened.
"You have to stretch out your head," said Tweedles.
So Cheep stretched out his head and flapped his wings

as hard as possible. And the next minute Cheep was flying i
Up toward the beautiful blue sky he went.

"Looki" he squawked. "I'm flying"

Just then Cheep forgot to flap his wings. And he went
down, down, down!

"Help i " squawked Cheep. "Help I"

Finally his wings caught on a branch of the apple tree;
and soon he, too, lay on the grass, quite out of breath. He
lay Very still so that no one would know he was there,

When Tweedles saw that Cheep wasn't hurt, he settled down
happily in the nest. He fluffed his feathers and moved about,

"At last I have all the room I need," he said to himself.
But after a while it seemed lonely in the nest with Cheep and
Chirp gone. "It is too quiet for me, alone," Tweedles said.
"What if father and mother don't come back I What would I do
all by myself in this big nest?"

And Tweedles called in a frightened voice, "Father t

:L61
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Mother I Come back!

But Father and Mother were too far away to hear him.
Tweedles called to Chirp, but Chirp was too far away to

hear him. He called to Cheep, but Cheep was too far away to
hear him. No one answered. No one came.

At last there sounded the Plumpety-plUM of wings. And
soon Father and Mother were at the nest,

"Where are your brothers?" they cried in alarm when they
saw that Chirp and Cheep were gone.

"They flew away," Tweedles told them. "I am alone in
this big nest I I thought it would be fun to have the nestall to myself, but it isntt fun at allI I want to be with
my brothers '"

"Stay with Tweedles, " Father Robin told his wife. "1
know of a good hiding place. As soon as I have found Chirp
and Cheep, I'll come back for you and Tweedles."

Then off he flew.

In a short time he returned. He taught Tweedles to fly
a little at a time. Soon the robin family were cuddled to-
gether in the hiding place that Father Robin had found.

And Tweedles was very happy to be with his brothers again.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has been the presentation and evaluation of
ways in which the progressive educational program is meeting
the musical needs of the primary child, Particularly the
primary child in the Amarillo, Texas Schools. Since progres.
sive education can be an ambiguous term, the first part of the
thesis is a diagnostic elucidation of the writer's interpre.-
tation of this social agency. It is concluded that progressive
education as described herein is the better way of educating
the masses and is being practiced in a majority of schools.
The approaches to and results from pragmatic instruction are
contrary to the antiquated ones. Because of this, the later
part of the thesis is devoted to supplementary aids, musical
and non-musical, to be used in teaching creative rhythms to
primary children, Individual differences in the children re-
quire many methods and experiences to receive desired results.
The adequacy with which a need is being fulfilled is based
upon the per cent of teachers using the newer approach of
rhythmic teaching based upon the skeletal outline of suggested

materials.

Music contributes to all the objectives, and a great deal
to some, of modern education. Musical education in the schools
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should be carried further than the bare fulfillment of the
main objectives of modern education because, more than any

other subject, music can be the connecting rod between school
work and life outside the school. If schools teach in such a
way that pupils can create their own music, the need for self-
expression is fAlfilled. They also receive an inexhaustible
source of comfort and pleasure as this self-expression grows
with the individual,

Creative music provides a means of self-expression. It
has recognized recreational value. It develops a greater de-
gree of self-reliance. It increases ability, initiative, the
power of discrimination, interpretive power, and rounds out
the mental qualities of an individual. It can be correlated
with all phases of life. It can be used to relieve the dead
monotony of work in the school room, or the mechanical routine
of the everyday work after school days are over, This all can
be accomplished with supervision from an excellent teacher;
not particularly one who is a fine musician, but one who is a
genuine educator.

Because music does make these demands on the individual
and because the individual makes these demands on music, the
writer wishes to make the following recommendations for the
Amarillo Schools. The examples in Chapter V follow the current
curriculum outline as designed by the primary teachers under
the capable leadership of Gertrude Elliker, Music Director.
Because the music program is progressing so rapidly in this

1614



city, the writer has found some of these recommendations have
been initiated very recently. This justifies the inclusion
of others which will be in practice soon.

l. Give every child a Singing experience andarhexperience every day.

2. Introduce more real pupil-teacher planning in allcreative work.

3. Present rhythmic activities where no music ispreSentor suggested; such as, dramatizing a story or poemrhythmically with a tom-tom accompaniment.

Break down grade barriers just as quickly as possibleand permit the child to be his own grade barrier, ifwe must have grades. Feel free to teach musicmaterial from other publications than those especiallyprinted for a designated grade level.

5. Furnish teachers and pupils with clean floor spacelarge enough for freedom of action.
This study has proven to the writer that creative rhythms

is a vital constituent of education which has not been studied
at all, when compared with some other phases of progressive
education. There is ample room and pressing need for further
research. The author has derived interminable pleasure andinspiration from this study; it is her sincerl th nre desire that
readers shall be afforded the same.
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